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1. General description 
The 4XXX-XXX-1X series thyristor converters are developed on the basis of modern digital 

technology (DSP / FPGA). They are fed directly by the power mains and provide three zones, four 

quadrants speed control of motors. In the first zone speed is regulated according to constant torque, 

in the second zone to constant power and in the third zone with reduced of the power. There are 

speed regulation mode and mode of torque control. 

They also have a spindle stop function: 

- at one point with automatic tool change; 

- in a predefined angle with a parallel code for automatic replacement of the workpiece.  

The adjustment of all modes of operation of the transducer is performed with a system of 

parameters.Various functions can be assigned to the inputs and outputs depending on their 

application. 

The converters of 4XXX-XXX-1X series are designated for universal functioning and can be 

built-in in any machine regarded as highly requirements to the electrical device, also they have 

built-in functions, special for main devices of metal-cutting machines with CNC. They have also 

extended interface which gives different variants for user’s work. 

Adaptive speed control ensures high dynamic and wide range of speed regulation of the 

converters 4XXX-XXX-1X, which means possibility of building servo devices with motors with 

independence field. 

 

2. Operating instructions, storage and transportation 
Thyristor converter series 4XXX-XXX-1X can work, can be storage, and be transported in 

these conditions: 

 indoor temperature – from 0
o
 C to 50

o
C; 

 maximum relative humidity at 30
o
 C less than 80 %; 

 equipment should not be stored above 1000 m above the sea level; 

 environment – There must be no aggressive liquids, gases, vapor and electric conductive dust 

or easily flammable and explosive materials in the room where the equipment is saved; 

 the equipment must not be exposed to direct solar radiation; 

 Installation vibration limits frequency from 1 to 35Hz and acceleration less than 4.9m/s
2
. 
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3. Technical features 
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The converter technical features are given in table 3-1. 

 

Converter, type: 4003 4004 4005 4006 4007 4009 4011 4013 4016 4020 

Rated armature current, A 30 40 50 60 70 90 110 130 165 200 

Maximum armature current, A 60 80 100 120 140 180 220 260 335 400 

Power supply voltage, V 3х400, ±10% 

Frequency of power supply 

voltage, Hz 
45 ÷ 65 

Maximum voltage of motor 

armature, V 
460 

Dynamic current limitation of 

armature 
programmable at law 1/n 

Maximum current of motor wound 

field 
1
, A 

4.7 / 12 / 20 

Synchronization converter with 

mains 
inertia 

Maximum voltage of wound field 320VDC  при UF = 380VAC 

S
p
ee

d
 c

o
n
tr

o
l 

Speed reference 

- analog unipolar -10V / +10V 

- analog bipolar ± 10V 

- digital with parallel code 14 bits 

- fixed speeds 

- motor potentiometer 

- by parameter 

Fixed speeds 8 fixed speeds 

Select fixed speeds parallel code 

Correction of speed 

reference OVERRIDE 
8 programmable corrections 

Select corrections parallel code 

Range of speed control 10000:1 

Analog input of the speed 

reference 
± 10V / 0 ÷ 10V / 0 ÷ –10V, 10K 

Analog input of the 

tachogenerator 
1 input, ± 193V 

Speed feedback sensor tachogenerator, encoder or EMF 

O
ri

en
ta

ti
o
n
 

st
o
p
p
in

g
 

Orientation stopping ORCM built-in 

Position feedback sensor encoder 

Position reference ORCM 
- digital with parallel code 14 bits 

- by parameter 

Format digital position 

reference 
BIN / BCD  

Torque reference 

- analog unipolar 

- analog bipolar 

- by parameter with sign 

Digital inputs 18 inputs, programmable, ± 24V, 10mA 

Digital outputs 
5 outputs relay type, programmable, 

100VAC / 0.3A, 24VDC / 0.3A 

Analog outputs 
2 

2 outputs, programmable, ± 10V, 2 mA 

Series interfaces
 

RS 232C to 9600 bps 

Working condition long lasting S1 

Degree of protection ІP 20 

Dimensions HхWхD, mm 405х200х170 405х200х195 460х261х320 

 

Table 3-1 Converters technical features 
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Notes:  
1
 – standard range of rated wound field current is 12А. Other ranges are performed on order. 

At special order the converter can be performed with rated wound field current more than 20 А; 
2
 – the two analog outputs are option, which is assembled on order by the client; 
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4. Installation and dimensions 
The components of the converters of 4XXX series are placed on a metal corpus. The 

mounting holes are on the upper and lower part of the back side of the converter. The power 

elements are installed on the radiator, which is assembled at the bottom of the box. Over the power 

elements is fixed a plate on which are assembled pulse separating transformers, rejector groups, and 

fuses. The processor plate with the interface terminals and indications are installed on the front 

panel. The dimensions and the locations of the interface and power terminals are given on 

фигура 4-1, фигура 4-2 and фигура 4-3.  

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4-1 Connecting and overall dimensions of converters type 

 4003, 4004 and 4005 
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Figure 4-2 Connecting and overall dimensions of converter type  

4006, 4007, 4009 and 4011 
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Figure 4-3 Connecting and overall dimensions of converters type  

4013, 4016 and 4020 
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5.  Interfaces and converter status indication 

5.1 Parallel interface Х1 
Terminal X1(37pins)- parallel interface. Located on the upper left part of the face panel. 

Signals description – table 5-1 and in figure 5-1 are given pin places and input structure. 

 

 

Interface X1: Connector DB37-F 

X1. Sign X1. Sign X1. Sign X1. Sign 

1 - 11 +24V 21 OUT4.2 31 Uinp1 

2 OUT5.1 12 +24V 22 OUT3.2 32 IN12 

3 OUT4.1 13 Uinp1 23 OUT2.2 33 IN10 

4 OUT3.1 14 IN11 24 OUT1.2 34 IN8 

5 OUT2.1 15 IN9 25 IN18 35 IN6 

6 OUT1.1 16 IN7 26 IN16 36 IN4 

7 IN17 17 IN5 27 IN14 37 IN2 

8 IN15 18 IN3 28 Uinp2   

9 IN13 19 IN1 29 GND   

10 Uinp2 20 OUT5.2 30 GND   

 

Table 5-1 Parallel interface X1- terminal pins and signals description  

IN11

3k

IN8

IN18

JP7

IN13

19
37
18
36
17
35
16
34
15
33
14
32
13
31
12
30
11
29
10
28

9
27

8
26

7

1
20

2
21

3
22

4
23

5
24

6
25

X1

DB37F

IN7

+24V
+24V

IN2

IN4

GND

510R

OUT1

IN3

OUT2

Uinp2

IN5

IN1

IN15
IN14

OUT3

IN9

510R

12
3 4 56

7 8

RL1
EDR201 OUT4

3k

3k

3k5.1V

JP8

OUT5

IN10

IN12

IN17

1u

1u

IN6

IN16

Uinp1

5.1V

 
Figure 5-1 Terminal X1 –pin and signal descriptin. Crquit diagram digital inputs and outputs. 

 

Parallel interface consists of:  

5.1.1 Digital inputs 

Digital inputs are used to control the operation of the drive and perform functions previously 

entered with parameters from the group of digital inputs 

The digital inputs from IN1 to IN18 are opticali isolated, for voltage ± 24VDC and input 

current up to 10mA. Input signal low level from 0 to 7 V and high level from 13 to 30 V. 
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Digital inputs are universal and they are grouped into two groups. In the first group are inputs 

from IN1 to IN12, and in the second one from IN13 to IN18. Inputs in each group can be selected 

individually by system outputs type P or N. 

Power supply of digital inputs of each group can be performed in one of the following 

manner: 

 by outer supply voltage 24VDC. Outer supply is connected to Uinp1(X1.13,31) for the first 

group and to Uinp2(X1.10,28) for the second group inputs; 

 by inner operation voltage 24VDC. The shunts position is JP7 = JP8 = 1, the voltage 24V 

DC launched to terminal pins X1.11, 12, and digital ground at pins X1.29, 30; 

 by combination supply of digital inputs. One of the groups digital inputs is supplied by outer 

voltage and the other by inner voltage 24V DC. 

The options of digital inputs connection are given in figure 5-2. 
 

 
 

 Variant 1 Variant 2 

 

All inputs are selected by system outputs 

type N with inner power supply (JP7 = 1, 

JP8 = 1). 

All inputs are selected by system outputs 

type P with inner power supply (JP7 = 1, 

JP8 = 1). 

 

 
 

 Variant 3 Variant 4 
 

All inputs are selected by system outputs 

type N with outer power supply (JP7 = 0, 

JP8 = 0). 

All inputs are selected by system outputs 

type P with outer power supply (JP7 = 0, 

JP8 = 0). 
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 Variant 5 Variant 6 

 

Inputs from IN1 to IN18 are selected by system 

outputs type N, inputs from IN1 to IN12 are 

powered from an external source and inputs 

from IN13 to IN18 with internal power supply 

(JP7 = 1, JP8 = 1). 

Inputs from IN1 to IN12 are selected from 

system outputs type P, and the rest via system 

outputs type N, inputs from IN1 to IN12 are 

powered by an external source, and inputs from 

IN13 to IN18 with internal power supply (JP7 

= 1, JP8 = 1). 

 

Figure 5-2 Connection of digital inputs IN1…IN18 - options 

 

5.1.2 Digital ouputs 

Digital outputs are used to display status of converter. They perform functions previously 

entered through parameters from digital outputs group. 

Converter has 5 digital outputs: from OUT1 to OUT5, galvanically isolated, relay type, with 

a capacity of 0.3A at 100VAC and 0.3A at 24VDC. Each digital output can be programmed to 

perform a certain function. 

Figure 5-3 the inclusion of active and inductive loads in the digital outputs. 

 

 
 

Figure 5-3 Connections options for digital outputs 
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5.2 Analog interface X2 
The analog interface X2 is given in figure 5-4 and it consists of: 

 differential analog input Uref; 

 analog input of speed feedback when it works with tachogenerator Ubr; 

 two programmable analog outputs AOUT1 and AOUT2. 

 

Interface X2: Connector DB15 - M 

X2. Signal X2. Signal X2. Signal X2. Signal X2. Signal 

1 Ubra 4 Urefb 7 +12V 10 EARTH 13 AGND 

2 Ubrb 5 AOUT1 8 -12V 11 EARTH 14 AGND 

3 Urefa 6 AOUT2 9 EARTH 12 - 15 AGND 

 

 Table 5-2 Terminal X2 analog interface –pin and signal description 

d

R128
10k/1%

Ubrb

KT42

AOUT 2

R123

150k/1%

Urefa

R122

2k/1%

CH1

A1

Ubra

R131

30k/1%

AOUT 1

R37

1k/1%

+12V

Urefb

R36

1k/1%

R126

6.49k/1% CH2

R129
4.87k/1%

J6

R124

33.2k/1%

KT26

R127

3.k/1%

A3 A2

R121

2k/1%
J5

+

-

U27B

OPA2277
5

6
7

EART H

PR5
2.2k

X2

8
15
7
14
6
13
5
12
4
11
3
10
2
9
1

AGND

-12V

C109

220nF/400V/MKP

R130

10k/1%

R125

15k/1%

RA123

150k/1%

C110

33nF/MKS2

AGND

 

Figure 5- Terminal X2 – Signal description and cirquit diaram analog unit. 

 

5.2.1 Differential analog input 

The differential analog input Uref (X2.3, Х2.4) is used to speed control with analog reference 

when value of parameter P02.14 = 1 or P02.14 = 2. 

 

5.2.2 Analog input for tachogenerator 

The analog input for tachogenerator Ubr (X2.1, X2.2) is used when the sensor for speed 

feedback is tachogenerator. In figure 5-4 is given the electric circuit of analog part of the channel of 

speed feedback with tachogenerator. 

Changing the speed feedback coefficient is made by shunts А1, А2, А3, J5 and J6. Shunt 

places on the processor plate is given in figure 5-7. In table 5-3 is pointed shunt positions for 

different voltage ranges of tachogenerator at maximum speed. Precise adjustment of speed feedback 

coefficient at maximum speed  is made by trimmer RP5, which place is given in figure 5-7. 

 

5.2.3 Analog outputs 

The two analog outputs are option which are assembled on client’s order. 

 AOUT1(X2.5) – analog output with maximum range ±10V to analog ground 

AGRND(X2.13,X2.14 and X2.15) and admissible load capacity 2mA. The signal of the 

analog output AOUT1 corresponds to the variable selected by parameter P10.21. The range 

of the analog output AOUT1 is adjusted by parameter P10.23; 

 AOUT2(X2.6) – analog output with maximum range ±10V to analog ground 

AGRD(X2.13,X2.14, and X2.15) and admissible capacity 2mA. The signal of the analog 

output AOUT2 corresponds to the variable selected by parameter P10.22. The range of the 

analog output is adjusted by parameters P10.23. 
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№ J5 J6 A1 A2 A3 
Ubrmax[V] 

RP5 left 

Ubrmax[V] 

RP5 right 

1      7.0 10.3 

2      10.0 14.5 

3      13.5 19.0 

4      17.5 23.0 

5      22.0 30.0 

6      28.5 39.0 

7      31.5 44.0 

8      40.0 56.0 

9      48.0 63.0 

10      57.0 74.0 

11      66.0 90.0 

12      86.0 114.0 

13      105.0 130.0 

14      123.0 157.0 

15      150.0 193.0 

 

Table 5-3 Tachogenerator voltage at maximum speed 

 

Note: Dark cells means that there is a shunt. 

 

5.2.4 Others 

 AGND (X2.2, 13, 14, 15) – analog ground. It is measured input and output analog signals to 

the ground; 

 +12V (X2.7) и -12V (X2.8) – inner converter voltage used for motor speed control by 

potentiometer as it is given in figure 9-1; 

 EARTH (X2.9,10,11) – the converter case is connected to zero (ground). 

 

5.3 Encoder interface Х3 и Х4  
Terminal X3 - Interface for encoder. Located at the left down part of the face panel. Input part 

circuit and pin places are given in figure 5-5. 

The correspondence between terminal pins and interface signals X3 is given in table 5-4. 

 

Interface X3: Connector DB15 - F 

X3. Signal X3. Signal X3. Signal 

1 A 6 /C 11 Vcc = +5V 

2 /A 7 - 12 GND 

3 B 8 - 13 GND 

4 /B 9 Vcc = +5V 14 GND 

5 C 10 Vcc = +5V 15 GND 

 

Table 5-4 Interface X3 - pins and signals description 

 

Interface Х4 is an extension of Х3 for access of other device to encoder signals. The 

correspondence between terminal pins and the interface signals X4 is given in table 5-5. 
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Interface X4: Connector DB15 - F 

X4. Signal X4. Signal X4. Signal 

1 A 6 /C 11 - 

2 /A 7 - 12 GND 

3 B 8 - 13 GND 

4 /B 9 - 14 GND 

5 C 10 - 15 GND 

 

Table 5-5 Interface X4 - pins and signals description 

K
T
4
6

B

FA

MPULS1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

100n/10V

K
T
4
4

/A

X3

8
15
7
14
6
13
5
12
4
11
3
10
2
9
1

+

4,7uF/10V tan

/C

X4

8
15
7
14
6
13
5
12
4
11
3
10
2
9
1

VCC

A

C

K
T
4
5

FB
CLR

VCC

/B

 
 Figure 5-5 Electrical circuit and pin places of interface X3 for encoder and its extension X4 

 

5.4 Series interface Х6 
Teminal X6 - series interface standard RS232C, with communication speed 9600 bps. 

Located at upper part of face panel. To supply special terminal is led voltage +5V (X6.9). Signals 

and pins of the series interface X6 is given in figure 5-6 and in table 5-6.  

Pins and signals description of the serial interface X6 - figure 5-6 and in table 5-6.  

 

Interface X6: Connector DB9 - M 

X6. Signal X6. Signal X6. Signal 
1 - 4 - 7 - 

2 TxD RS232 5 GND 8 - 

3 RxD RS232 6 - 9 Vcc = +5V 

 

Table 5-6 Interface X6 - signals description and pins  

 

RS232 RX

RS232 TX

5
9
4
8
3
7
2
6
1

X6

DB9M

VCC

C+
1

VS+
2

C1-
3

C2+
4

C2-
5 VS-

6

T2O
7

R2I
8

R2O
9 T2I

10

T1I
11

R1O
12

R1I
13T1O
14

U26

MAX232

C106
4.7uF/16Vt+

+

+

C107

4.7uF/16Vt
+

C104

1uF/16Vt

C105

1uF/16Vt

 
 

Figure 5-6 Circuit diagram and pin places of series interface X6 
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5.5 Power interface X7 
Power interface X7 is led to a terminal block and it connects the converter to power supply 

mains, to the motor armature, to the motor wound field and to outer protective and commutation 

devices. Power interface X7 consists of: 

 supply U1, V1 and W1 to the converter control unit; 

 supply U2, V2 and W2 to the converter power unit; 

 supply V3 and W3 to the power excitation part; 

 supply F1 and F2 to the motor wound field; 

 supply A1 and B2 to the motor armature. 

Electrical circuit of power block with synchronizing transformers is given in figure 5-8. 

Electrical circuit of power plate with pulse transformers, armature voltage sensors and wound 

field current is given in figure 5-9. Places of the elements and the terminals on power plate are 

given in figure 5-10. 

 

5.5.1 Converter control unit power supply 

Three-phase mains voltage, on the input of the commutation choke CH1, is connected to 

terminals U1 (X7.2), V1 (X7.3) and W1 (X7.4) for supply and synchronizing the converter control 

unit. 

 

5.5.2 Converter power part supply 

The three-phase voltage from the output of the commutation choke CH1 is connected to 

terminals U2 (X7.5), V2 (X7.6) and W2 (X7.7) to supply the converter power rectifiers type 4003 

to 4011 and to the screw terminals U2, V2 and W2 of the converters type 4013 to 4020. 

Common neutral is connected to terminal N (X7.1) for converters type 4003 to4011 and to 

terminals N(X7.1,7.2) for converters type 4013 to 4020. 

 

5.5.3 Wound field power part supply 

The supply of the wound field power part must be from phases L2 and L3 of the power 

supply mains. If it is not observed the synchronization of the wound field will be wrong. 

The supply of the wound field power part can be from transformer or directly to the mains by 

choking coil p. 7.2. 

 

5.5.4 Motor wound field supply 

The motor wound field is connected to terminals F1 (X7.10) and F2 (X7.11) of the power 

interface X7 of converters type 4003 to 4011 and to terminals F1 (X7.8) and F2 (X7.9) of 

converters type 4013 to 4020. 

 

5.5.5 Motor armature supply 

For converters type 4003, 4004, 4005, 4006, 4007, 4009 and 4011 the motor armature is 

connected to terminals A1 (X7.12) and B2 (X7.13). 

For converters type 4013, 4016, and 4020 the motor is connected with screw connections A1 

and B2. 
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Figure 5-7 Location setting items on the processor board 
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Figure 5-8 Circuit diagram of converter power unit 

 

 

 

Note: Fans F1 and F2 are used in converters type 4005 …4020. 
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Figure 5-9 Circuit diagram of converter power PCB 
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Figure 5-10 Places of power PCB elements and terminals 
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5.6 Converter status indications 
At upper part of the face panel are placed 8 LED, which indicate the converter moment status. 

When any of them lights it means normal work mode or there is an emergency mode.  

LED indications of converter status are as follows: 

 

 in work mode 

RD – converter is ready to work; 

ON – converter work is enabled; 

 

 in emergency work mode  

FL – emergency mode. Current in field coil does not respond to the given ranged values; 

TG – emergency mode. Wrong connection, short circuit or disconnection in tachogenerator 

feedback circuit; 

OC – emergency mode. Current in motor armature is over the set limit value or there is a 

short circuit in the converter power rectifier; 

OS – emergency mode. Over speed of maximum given rotating speed; 

OL – emergency mode. The protection I
2
t by overload of the motor or protection OH by 

overheated of the converter power unit; 

PF – emergency mode. Disconnection or bad connection of any power voltage phase. Bad 

ground of the converter. 

Protections and their action are described in detail in p. 6.4.3 and 6.5. 
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6. Converter adjustment 
Adjustment is made through series interface Х6 by special terminal or personal computer. 

 

ATTENTION 

Switching ON and OFF of the special terminal or personal computer to series interface 

Х6 must be made only when converter power supply is OFF. 

 

6.1 Specialized terminal Т5001 
By terminal in the device EPROM set parameters that:  

- defining the work of the different functional blocks,  

- motor parameters,  

- limits in which protections and indications activate  

- giving information of converter status. 

When the converter works, terminal indication can display the values of all parameters 

defining the work of the motor and the converter.The terminal and the LED indication on the top of 

the front panel determine the full picture of their status constantly. 

The specialized terminal T5001 is shown in the figure 6-1. The T5001 terminal information is 

displayed on an LCD display with 2 × 16 numeric - letter digits. The terminal has 4 command keys 

through which the setup is performed. There is an additional key, available only with additional 

technical means, which adjusts the contrast of the LCD indicator. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6-1 Terminal for setup Т5001 

 

 

Terminal keys designations: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When power supply is switched on, if there is not any error, on the terminal display is 

appeared a message Р01 Monitoring, which points the chosen parameter group.   

ENT - ENTER 

ESC - ESCAPE 

 - DOWN 

 - UP 
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By keys UP and DOWN first choose the desired parameter group, after that by key ENTER 

enter the parameter group and also by keys UP and DOWN choose the needed parameter, by key 

ENTER enter parameter editing mode.  

Changing the parameter meaning is performed by keys UP and DOWN too, after that this 

meaning is set by the key ENTER. If the set meaning of the parameter is out of the limits, set 

meaning is limited by them. 

When meaning of a parameter is changed, but the key ENTER is not pressed, and the key 

ESC is pressed, the changing is not set. During changing the meaning of a parameter, keeping keys 

UP or DOWN for time, when there are changing more than fifty discretes of a decimal digits, it 

starts changing the next digits at senior. Releasing the key cancels this mode. 

Figure 6-2 shows the sequence for entering the access password to edit the parameters.  

Figure 6-3 shows the sequence to change the value of a parameter. The access password is 

pre-entered. 

To return to parameter selection mode, use the ESC key, and UP and DOWN to select the 

required parameter. If this parameter is from another group, then by pressing ESC again, we return 

to the parameter group selection menu. 

When a parameter is chosen on the first line its number is displayed and a text which is given 

in third column of table 6-1 on the second line – parameter meaning. Changing of chosen parameter 

is made as it is pointed above. 

 

Notes: 

1. If after pressing the key ENTER, the new parameter value is not set, check if this 

parameter is accessible in that mode; 

2. If the parameter value can not be changed more than a value check if it is connected with 

other parameters or the limit of its change is approached; 

3. In case there are parameters connecting each other it is necessary first to change these from 

which others depends on. 
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Figure 6-2  Enter the access password 
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Figure 6-3 Change the value of a parameter 
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6.2 Converter parameters 
Parameters are grouped into thirteen groups: 

Group 01 – monitoring parameters  

They show the value of the inner variables, controlling signals and signals to and from the 

motor. In this group are wound field parameters, armature current, rotating speed, armature voltage, 

digital inputs and outputs status, and accumulating protection errors. Values of these parameters are 

not set, they are only monitored. 

Group 02 – converter parameters 

They define converter working modes, feedback choice, type of the speed reference, rotating 

direction, encoder choice and all general technical features of a power unit realization. 

Group 03 – protection parameters 

The protection parameters define control variable limits out of which the protections activate. 

Group 04 – motor parameters 

By motor parameters it is set its general technical features. In this group are rated and 

maximum armature current, rated armature voltage, rated and minimal wound field current and 

dynamic current limiting of armature current. 

Group 05 – Speed regulator parameters 

By these parameters it is defined the coefficients of amplification, constant and parameters of 

speed regulator adaptation, and ramp-generator features. 

Group 06 – armature current regulator parameters 

Parameters in this group define the gain factor, and constant of armature current regulator and 

they regulate the amplitudes of the current pulses in each phase. 

Group 07 – parameters of regulators of EMF and wound field current 

The parameters in this group define the coefficient of amplification and constant of EMF 

regulators and wound field current. 

Group 08 – parameter of orientation stopping 

The parameters in this group define the input of position reference, correction of given 

position, position displacing, the gain factor of the position regulator, and point the error when it is 

performed orientation stopping. 

Group 09 – digital inputs parameters 

By parameters in this group is defined the functions of the converter digital inputs and their 

active logical status. 

Group 10 – digital output parameters 

The parameters in this group define the functions and active logical status of digital outputs 

and variables for analog outputs. 

Group 11 – terminal parameters 

The parameters in this group define terminal working language and the time of indication 

refreshing. 

Group 12 – error history. 

Group 13 – parameters of additional functions. 
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In table 6-1 is given the list of parameters, their signs, and limits of their variations. 

 

№ Name of the parameter Text Variation limits Measure 

Group 01 – watching parameters 

P01.01 Current value of speed reference Speed reference - % NMAX 

P01.02 Current value of actual speed Speed actual - % NMAX 

P01.03 Current value of the armature current reference Curr arm ref - A 

P01.04 Current value of the armature actual current Curr arm actual - A 

P01.05 Current value of the armature voltage Arm voltage act - V 

P01.06 Current value of the wound field current Field curr act - A 

P01.07 Digital inputs IN1 – IN10 status Board dinp 1-10 - bin 

P01.08 Digital inputs IN10 – IN18 status Board dinp 11-18 - bin 

P01.09 Reserved RESERVED - - 

P01.10 Digital output status OUT1- OUT5 Board digit out - bin 

P01.11 Reserved RESERVED - - 

P01.12 Test of the speed feedback Test tacho fluct - % Ubr 

P01.13 Current value of the mains frequency Line frequency - Hz 

P01.14 Reserved RESERVED - - 

P01.15 Maximum number recorded breaks in synchronization Max synchr break - - 

P01.16 Maximum number recorded breaks in power supply Max power break - - 

P01.17 Power thyristor status Status thyr - bin 

P01.18 Current value of the encoder pulses Act enc puls num - imp 

Group 02 – converter parameters 

P02.01 Revision of the converter software Software version - - 

P02.02 Password of access User password 11 - 

P02.03 Restore default values Default load 0, 1 - 

P02.04 Imagine of the user’s parameters Write param img 0, 1 - 

P02.05 Reading of the user’s parameters Read param image 0, 1 - 

P02.06 Converter working mode Mode control -1, 0, 1, 2 - 

P02.07 Work with weakened field Field weakening 0, 1, 2 - 

P02.08 Scaling the converter nominal current ІdrvNOM Curr arm nominal 5.0 ÷ 1000.0 A 

P02.09 Converter power supply Power supply 100 ÷ 440 V 

P02.10 Range of the field current sensor If sensor scale 1.5A ÷ 20.0A - 

P02.11 Type of the field current sensor If sensor type 6A/15А/25A - 

P02.12 Armature current sensor – calculating R65, R66, R67 R65,66,67 calc - Ohm 

P02.13 Mode “emergency stop” Emergency stop 0, 1, 2 - 

P02.14 Choice of the speed reference source User source ref 0, 1, 2, 3 - 

P02.15 Inner speed reference Source of ref ± 100.000 % NMAX 

P02.16 Type of speed feedback User feedback 0, 1, 2 - 

P02.17 Changing the speed reference sign Sign vel ref 0, 1 - 

P02.18 Limitation of the maximum value of the speed reference Limit vel ref 1.000 ÷ 112.000 % NMAX 

P02.19 
Changing the sign of the speed feedback with 

tachogenerator 
Sign tacho fdbck 0, 1 - 

P02.20 Changing the sign of the speed feedback with encoder Sign enc fdbck 0, 1 - 

P02.21 Encoder pulse number Encoder puls num 100 ÷ 20 000 ppr 

P02.22 First maximum speed Enc speed max 1 100 ÷ 20 000 min
-1 

P02.23 Second maximum speed Enc speed max 2 100 ÷ 20 000 min
-1 

P02.24 Third maximum speed Enc speed max 3 100 ÷ 20 000 min
-1 

P02.25 Fourth maximum speed Enc speed max 4 100 ÷ 20 000 min
-1 

P02.26 Enable switching on of the maximum speed Change speed 0, 1 - 

P02.27 Source of the armature circuit resistance Ra source 0, 1 - 

P02.28 Configuration of the thyristor rectifier Thyr config 0, 1, 2 - 

Group 03 – protection parameters 

P03.01 Admissible number breaks in synchronization - Thr synchr break 0 ÷ 100 - 
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protection SPF 

P03.02 
Maximum number recorded breaks in synchronization  - 

protection SPF 
Max synchr break - - 

P03.03 
Maximum admissible deviation in synchronization - 

protection SPF 
Thr synchro dev 1.00 ÷ 4.00 % Tn 

P03.04 Reserved  RESERVED - - 

P03.05 Admissible number breaks in mains - protection PPF Thr power break 5 ÷ 50 - 

P03.06 
Maximum number recorded breaks in mains - protection 

PPF 
Max power break - - 

P03.07 Working mode of protection PPF Enable HPF 0, 1 - 

P03.08 
Time of activating protection OLF (I

2
t) of motor 

overloaded 
Threshold OLF 0.1 ÷ 100.0 s 

P03.09 Working mode of protection  OHF Enable OHF 0, 1 - 

P03.10 Limit allowable speed NLIM – protection SOS Threshold SOS 105.0 ÷ 112.0 % NMAX 

P03.11 Converter limit current IdrvLIM  - protection SOC Threshold SOC 105.0 ÷ 125.0 % IaMAX 

P03.12 Armature voltage when the protection STG activates Thresh Ua STG 40.0 ÷ 80.0 % Uamax 

P03.13 Wound field maximum current  IFLMAX – protection SFL Thr prot FL max > P04.02 A 

P03.14 Wound field minimum current IFLMIN – protection SFL Thr prot FL min ≤ P04.04 A 

Р03.15 Limit error of tracking - protection ОTE Limit track err 0.010 ÷ 2000.000 mm 

P03.16 Working mode of protection OTE Enable OTE 0, 1, 2 - 

P03.17 Limit armature voltage – protection OVM Threshold OVM 105.0 ÷ 120.0 % UaMAX 

P03.18 Time to stable the field current – protection FWF Wait field 2.0 ÷ 20.0 s 

P03.19 Working mode of the protection OLF Enable OLF 0, 1 - 

Group 04 – motor parameters 

P04.01 Maximum armature voltage UaMAX Ua max motor 100 ÷ 460 V 

P04.02 Field nominal current IFNOM If rated motor ≥P04.05 ÷ P02.10 A 

P04.03 Field minimum working current IFMIN2 in 2 zone If min motor 2z ≥P04.04 ≤P04.02 A 

P04.04 Minimum working field current IFMIN3 in 3 zone If min motor 3z ≥P03.14 ≤P04.04 A 

P04.05 Wound field current IFON when the signal ON is off If without ON ≥P03.14 ≤P04.02 A 

P04.06 Nominal motor speed on the name plate N rated motor 100 ÷ P04.07 min-1 

P04.07 Maximum motor speed on the name plate N max motor 100 ÷ 20000 min-1 

P04.08 Actual maximum motor speed N max motor real 100 ÷ P04.07 min-1 

P04.09 Maximum armature current IaMAX in p.1 Ia max of p.1 200.00 ÷P04.10 % IaNOM 

P04.10 Maximum armature current IaMAX in p.2 Ia max of p.2 P04.09 ÷ Р04.11 % IaNOM 

P04.11 Maximum armature current IaMAX in p.3 Ia max of p.3 P04.10 ÷20.00 % IaNOM 

Група 05 – параметри на регулатора на скорост 

P05.01 Time of the ramp-generator Ramp time speed 0.0 ÷ 20.0 s 

P05.02 Offset of speed reference Speed offset ±5000 discr 

P05.03 Gain factor of the speed regulator Кр1 Pgain sp reg Kp1 0.0 ÷ 100.0 - 

P05.04 Gain factor of the speed regulator Кр2 Pgain sp reg Kp2 0.0 ÷ 100.0 - 

P05.05 Work threshold of the gain factor Кр1 Threshold Kp1 0.10 ÷ 2.25 % 

P05.06 Work threshold of the gain factor Кр2 Threshold Kp2 0.75 ÷ 100.00 % 

P05.07 Time constant of speed regulator  Tn1 Icomp sp reg Tn1 0.1 ÷ 1000 ms 

P05.08 Time constant of speed regulator  Tn2 Icomp sp reg Tn2 0.1 ÷ 1000 ms 

P05.09 Work threshold of time constant Tn1 Threshold Tn1 0.10 ÷ 2.25 % 

P05.10 Work threshold of time constant Tn2 Threshold Tn2 0.75 ÷ 100.00 % 

P05.11 Differential component Dt1 Dcomp sp reg Dt1 0.0 ÷ 100.0 - 

P05.12 Differential component Dt2 Dcomp sp reg Dt2 0.0 ÷ 100.0 - 

Р05.13 Working threshold of the differential component Dt1 Threshold Dt1 0.10 ÷ 2.25 % 

Р05.14 Working threshold of the differential component Dt2 Threshold Dt2 0.75 ÷ 100.00 % 

Р05.15 Enable I-comp of the speed regulator   Ena I speed reg 0, 1 - 

Group 06 – armature current regulator parameters 

P06.01 Gain factor of the armature current regulator Pgain curr reg 0.00 ÷ 2.00 - 

P06.02 Time constant of armature current regulator Icomp curr reg 1.0 ÷ 1000.0 ms 

P06.03 Enable I-comp of the armature current regulator   Ena I curr reg 0, 1 - 
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P06.04 Reserved RESERVED - - 

P06.05 Reserved RESERVED - - 

Р06.06 Offset of the armature current Offset current -100.0 ÷ 100.0 % Р02.08 

P06.07 Time of the armature current rampgenerator Ramp time curr 0 ÷ 1000 ms 

Group  07 – EMF and field regulators parameters 

P07.01 Gain factor of the field current regulator Pgain field reg 0.00 ÷ 10.00 - 

P07.02 Time constant of the field current regulator Icomp field reg 10 ÷ 10000 ms 

P07.03 Gain factor of the EMF regulator P gain BMF reg 0.00 ÷ 10.00 - 

P07.04 Time constant of EMF regulator I comp BMF reg 10 ÷ 10000 ms 

P07.05 Differential component of the EMF regulator Dcomp BMF reg 0.00 ÷ 10.00 - 

P07.06 Enable I-comp of the field current regulator Ena I field reg 0, 1 - 

P07.07 Enable I-comp of the EMF regulator Ena I BMF reg 0, 1 - 

Group  08 – orientation stopping parameters 

P08.01 Running acceleration 1 Rise accel 1 1 ÷ 30000 - 

P08.02 Stopping acceleration 1 Fall accel 1 1 ÷ 30000 - 

P08.03 Running acceleration 2 Rise accel 2 1 ÷ 30000 - 

P08.04 Stopping acceleration 2 Fall accel 2 1 ÷ 30000 - 

Р08.05 Gain factor of the position regulator Kp Pgain pos reg Kp 0.05 ÷ 200.00 - 

Р08.06 Enable of the position tracking mode Ena tracking pos 0, 1 - 

Р08.07 Current tracking error Tracking error - imp 

Р08.08 Recorded maximum tracking error Max track error - imp 

Р08.09 Speed for automatic tuning of the position regulator Vel  detect Kpos 0.05 ÷ 20.00  % NMAX 

Р08.10 Position window Position window 1 ÷ 20000 imp 

Р08.11 Time of position stabling Pos mon time 0 ÷ 10000 ms 

Р08.12 Current position error Curr pos error - imp 

Р08.13 Offset zero position Offset zero pos ≤ P02.21 x 4 imp 

Р08.14 Speed of fixing in zero position Zero pos vel 1 ÷ 2000 min-1 

Р08.15 Speed direction at searching zero position Sign search vel 0, 1, 2 - 

Р08.16 Gain factor of the pre position regulator Pgain track Kp 0.000 ÷ 30.000 - 

Р08.17 Speed at searching zero position Search velocity 1 ÷ 1000 min-1 

Р08.18 Position angle Angle reference 0 ÷ 360 deg 

Р08.19 Source of the position angle User source ORCM 0, 1, 2 - 

Р08.20 Changing the sign of the position feedback  Sign pos fdbck 0, 1 - 

Група 09 – параметри на апаратните цифрови входове 

Р09.01 Type of the digital input IN1 Type brd inp 1 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.02 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN1 Logic brd inp 1 0, 1 - 

Р09.03 Type of the digital input IN2 Type brd inp 2 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.04 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN2 Logic brd inp 2 0, 1 - 

Р09.05 Type of the digital input IN3 Type brd inp 3 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.06 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN3 Logic brd inp 3 0, 1 - 

Р09.07 Type of the digital input IN4 Type brd inp 4 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.08 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN4 Logic brd inp 4 0, 1 - 

Р09.09 Type of the digital input IN5 Type brd inp 5 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.10 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN5 Logic brd inp 5 0, 1 - 

Р09.11 Type of the digital input IN6 Type brd inp 6 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.12 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN6 Logic brd inp 6 0, 1 - 

Р09.13 Type of the digital input IN7 Type brd inp 7 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.14 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN7 Logic brd inp 7 0, 1 - 

Р09.15 Type of the digital input IN8 Type brd inp 8 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.16 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN8 Logic brd inp 8 0, 1 - 

Р09.17 Type of the digital input IN9 Type brd inp 9 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.18 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN9 Logic brd inp 9 0, 1 - 

Р09.19 Type of the digital input IN10 Type brd inp10 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.20 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN10 Logic brd inp 10 0, 1 - 

Р09.21 Type of the digital input IN11 Type brd inp 11 0 ÷ 53 - 
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Р09.22 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN11 Logic brd inp 11 0, 1 - 

Р09.23 Type of the digital input IN12 Type brd inp 12 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.24 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN12 Logic brd inp 12 0, 1 - 

Р09.25 Type of the digital input IN13 Type brd inp 13 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.26 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN13 Logic brd inp 13 0, 1 - 

Р09.27 Type of the digital input IN14 Type brd inp 14 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.28 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN14 Logic brd inp 14 0, 1 - 

Р09.29 Type of the digital input IN15 Type brd inp 15 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.30 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN15 Logic brd inp 15 0, 1 - 

Р09.31 Type of the digital input IN16 Type brd inp 16 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.32 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN16 Logic brd inp 16 0, 1 - 

Р09.33 Type of the digital input IN17 Type brd inp 17 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.34 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN17 Logic brd inp 17 0, 1 - 

Р09.35 Type of the digital input IN18 Type brd inp 18 0 ÷ 53 - 

Р09.36 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN18 Logic brd inp 18 0, 1 - 

Group 10 – output parameters 

Р10.01 Type of the relay output OUT1 Type brd out 1 0 ÷ 10 - 

Р10.02 Inverting the logical level of the output OUT1 Logic brd out 1 0, 1 - 

Р10.03 Time of confirming of the change of OUT1 Change thr out 1 0 ÷ 1000 ms 

Р10.04 Type of the relay output OUT2 Type brd out 2 0 ÷ 10 - 

Р10.05 Inverting the logical level of the output OUT2 Logic brd out 2 0, 1 - 

Р10.06 Time of confirming of the change of OUT2 Change thr out 2 0 ÷ 1000 ms 

Р10.07 Type of the relay output OUT3 Type brd out 3 0 ÷ 10 - 

Р10.08 Inverting the logical level of the output OUT3 Logic brd out 3 0, 1 - 

Р10.09 Time of confirming of the change of OUT3 Change thr out 3 0 ÷ 1000 ms 

Р10.10 Type of the relay output OUT4 Type brd out 4 0 ÷ 10 - 

Р10.11 Inverting the logical level of the output OUT4 Logic brd out 4 0, 1 - 

Р10.12 Time of confirming of the change of OUT4 Change thr out 4 0 ÷ 1000 ms 

Р10.13 Type of the relay output OUT5 Type brd out 5 0 ÷ 10 - 

Р10.14 Inverting the logical level of the output OUT5 Logic brd out 5 0, 1 - 

Р10.15 Time of confirming of the change of OUT5 Change thr out 5 0 ÷ 1000 ms 

Р10.16 Speed threshold NZS, under which protection ZS activates Thresh out ZS 0.01 ÷ 15.00 % NMAX 

Р10.17 Speed threshold NSA, over which protection SА activates Thresh out SA 1.00 ÷ 30.00 % NREF 

Р10.18 Speed from which SA starts work Level SA 0.00 ÷ 15.00 % NMAX 

Р10.19 Maximum armature current  IaTLH at control signal TLH Level of TLH 10.0 ÷ 100.0 % IaNOM 

Р10.20 Maximum armature current IaTLL at control signal TLL Level of TLL 1.0 ÷ 100.0 % IaNOM 

Р10.21 Choice of the variable of analog output AOUT1 Select var AOUT1 1 ÷ 12 - 

Р10.22 Choice of the variable of analog output AOUT2 Select var AOUT2 1 ÷ 12 - 

Р10.23 Range of analog output AOUT1 Range AOUT1 2.0 ÷ 10.0 V 

Р10.24 Range of analog output AOUT2 Range AOUT2 2.0 ÷ 10.0 V 

Group  11 – terminal parameters 

P11.01 Adjusting terminal language Language 0, 1, 2 - 

P11.02 Time of indication refreshing Refresh rate 1 ÷ 1000 ms 

P11.03 Version menu Variant menu - - 

P11.04 Version MACH U2 Version MACH U2 - - 

P11.05 Version MACH U5 Version MACH U5 - - 

Group  12 – error history 

Р12.01 Error 1 Error 1 - - 

Р12.02 Error 2 Error 2 - - 

Р12.03 Error 3 Error 3 - - 

Р12.04 Error 4 Error 4 - - 

Р12.05 Error 5 Error 5 - - 

Р12.06 Error 6 Error 6 - - 

Р12.07 Error 7 Error 7 - - 

Р12.08 Error 9 Error 8 - - 
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Р12.09 Error 9 Error 9 - - 

Р12.10 Error 10 Error 10 - - 

Р12.11 Error 11 Error 11 - - 

Р12.12 Error 12 Error 12 - - 

Р12.13 Error 13 Error 13 - - 

Р12.14 Error 14 Error 14 - - 

Р12.15 Error 15 Error 15 - - 

Р12.16 Error 16 Error 16 - - 

Р12.17 Reset errors Reset errors 0, 1 - 

P12.18 Choice of error for monitoring Errors counter 1 ÷ 41 - 

P12.19 Number of errors, chosen with P12.18 Curr err history - - 

Group 13 – Additional features - parameters 

P13.01 Rate function MOT POT Ramp ref pot 0.0 ÷ 3000.0 s 

P13.02 Initial speed of motion of the function MOT POT Reset ref pot -100.000 ÷ 100.000 % NMAX 

P13.03 Type of function MOT POT Type ref pot 0, 1 - 

P13.04 Permission to perform the function OVERRIDE  Enable Override 0, 1 - 

P13.05 First speed correction OVERRIDE 1 Override speed 1 20.000 ÷ 150.000 % NMAX 

P13.06 Second speed correction OVERRIDE 2 Override speed 2 20.000 ÷ 150.000 % NMAX 

P13.07 Third speed correction OVERRIDE 3 Override speed 3 20.000 ÷ 150.000 % NMAX 

P13.08 Fourth speed correction OVERRIDE 4 Override speed 4 20.000 ÷ 150.000 % NMAX 

P13.09 Fifth speed correction OVERRIDE 5 Override speed 5 20.000 ÷ 150.000 % NMAX 

P13.10 Sixth speed correction OVERRIDE 6 Override speed 6 20.000 ÷ 150.000 % NMAX 

P13.11 Seventh speed correction OVERRIDE 7 Override speed 7 20.000 ÷ 150.000 % NMAX 

P13.12 Eight speed correction OVERRIDE 8 Override speed 8 20.000 ÷ 150.000 % NMAX 

P13.13 First fixed speed FIXED VEL REF 1 User vel ref 1 ± 100.000 % NMAX 

P13.14 Second fixed speed FIXED VEL REF 2 User vel ref 2 ± 100.000 % NMAX 

P13.15 Third fixed speed FIXED VEL REF 3 User vel ref 3 ± 100.000 % NMAX 

P13.16 Fiourth fixed speed FIXED VEL REF4 User vel ref 4 ± 100.000 % NMAX 

P13.17 Fifth fixed speed FIXED VEL REF 5 User vel ref 5 ± 100.000 % NMAX 

P13.18 Sixth fixed speed FIXED VEL REF 6 User vel ref 6 ± 100.000 % NMAX 

P13.19 Seventh fixed speed FIXED VEL REF 7 User vel ref 7 ± 100.000 % NMAX 

P13.20 Eighth fixed speed FIXED VEL REF 8 User vel ref 8 ± 100.000 % NMAX 

P13.29 Maximum BCD speed reference Max BCD vel ref 1 ÷ 3999 code 

 

Table 6-1 Parameters list 

Notes: 

1. Parameters in dark cells can be changed only after the password is inserted and control 

signal ON is switched off. Parameters in white cells can be changed in all modes only after 

password is inserted; 

2. Parameters from group P01 values can be monitored without inserting the password; 

3. Parameters for monitoring - group P01, indicating accumulated protection errors, are  

included in group P03 too. 

 

6.3 Parameters description 
Figure 6-4 shows a description of a parameter and the variable to which it refers. The 

parameter is described in three sections. 

The first section shows the name of the parameter, its terminal display name, the group to 

which it refers, and its serial number. 

The second section describes the characteristics of the variable of that parameter and its type. 

Variable type: 

– Bit - the variable accepts two values, 0 or 1; 

– Bi - the variable accepts positive and negative values; 

– Uni - the variable accepts only positive values; 

– Int - the variable accepts only integer values. 
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Variable size: 

– blank - standard variable 16 bit; 

– Double  - variable with double size 32 bit. 

 

Kind of variable: 

– RO - only for monitoring; 

– RW - for monitoring and recording. 

 

Enter parameter value: 

– blank - it is always entered even when a command ON is activated; 

– ON - is entered only when the ON command is deactivated. 

 

Parameter address: 

– Address - displays the address of the parameter in MODBUS. 

 

Write parameter in EEPROM: 

– EE - the parameter change is recorded in the non-volatile memory. 

 

Range of parameter change, its default value, and the unit of measurement are displays in the 

third section. 
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Figure 6-4 Parameter description structure 

 

6.4 Parameters description 
6.4.1 Group 01 – parameters for variable monitoring 

Parameters from group 01 allow monitoring variable values, describing motor and converter 

work. These parameters are of access in all modes. 

 

P01.01 Current value of speed reference Speed reference 

Bi RO  Min Max Default Unit 

Double   - - 0.000 % NMAX 

 

P01.02 Current value of actual speed Speed actual 

Bi RO  Min Max Default Unit 

Double   - - 0.000 % NMAX 

 

P01.03 Current value of the armature current reference Curr arm ref 

Uni RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 0.0 A 

 

P01.04 Current value of the armature actual current Curr arm actual 

Uni RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 0.0 A 

 

 

P01.05 Current value of the armature voltage Arm voltage act 

Bi RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 0.0 V 
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P01.06 Current value of the wound field current Field curr act 

Bi RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 0.000 V 

 

P01.07 Digital inputs IN1 – IN10 status Board dinp 1-10 

Bit RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 0000000000 bin 

 

The status of digital inputs is given in binary code. The correspondence between active digital 

inputs and respective digit is given in table 6-2. 

 

P01.08 Digital inputs IN10 – IN18 status Board dinp 11-18 

Bit RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 0000000000 bin 

 

Digital inputs status is given in binary code. The correspondence between active digital inputs 

and corresponding digit is given in table 6-3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6-2 Description of indication digit and digital inputs status  from IN1 to IN10 

 

Input LCD Input LCD 

IN18 Х1.25 0010000000 IN14 Х1.27 0000001000 

IN17 Х1.7 0001000000 IN13 Х1.9 0000000100 

IN16 Х1.26 0000100000 IN12 Х1.32 0000000010 

IN15 Х1.8 0000010000 IN11 Х1.14 0000000001 

 

Table 6-3 Description of indication digits and digital inputs status from IN11 to IN18  

 

P01.09 Reserved RESERVED 

 

P01.10 Digital output status OUT1- OUT5 Board digit out  

Bit RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 0000000000 bin 

 

Digital outputs status is given in binary code. The correspondence between active digital 

outputs and corresponding digits is given in table 6-4. 

 

Output LCD 

OUT5 Х1.2,20 10000 

OUT4 Х1.3,21 01000 

OUT3 Х1.4,22 00100 

OUT2 Х1.5,23 00010 

OUT1 Х1.6,24 00001 

 

Table 6-4 Description of indication digits and digital outputs status 

 

Input LCD Input LCD 

IN10 Х1.33 1000000000 IN5 Х1.17 0000010000 

IN9 Х1.15 0100000000 IN4 Х1.36 0000001000 

IN8 Х1.34 0010000000 IN3 Х1.18 0000000100 

IN7 Х1.16 0001000000 IN2 Х1.37 0000000010 

IN6 Х1.35 0000100000 IN1 Х1.19 0000000001 
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P01.11 Reserved RESERVED 

 

P01.12 Test of the speed feedback Test tacho fluct 

Uni RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 0.00 % Ubr 

 

The parameter shows the current value of the ripple of speed feedback voltage. Checking shall 

be making in range of 20 to 50% of the maximum speed. Ripple are defined in percentage of the 

relation of the maximum value of voltage of the tachogenerator to its average value Ubr in time 

interval 1s. When the tachogenerator is all right in stable mode, the parameter  P01.12 value must 

not be more than 2 %. 

 

P01.13 Current value of the mains frequency Line frequency 

Uni RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 50.00 Hz 

 

P01.14 Reserved RESERVED 

 

P01.15 

(P03.02) 
Maximum number recorded breaks in synchronization 

Max synchr 

break 

Int RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 0 - 

 

The parameter shows the maximum number recorded serial breaks in the synchronization. 

Checking for breaks in the synchronization starts at the moment of switching on the converter. By 

key UP the indication is reset and it is started a new recording of the breaks. The value of the 

parameter P01.15 is not written in EEPROM. If the number of the recorded breaks is more or equal 

to the value written in P03.01, protection SPF activates. Parameter P01.15 allows monitoring the 

quality of the power supply mains. 

 

P01.16 

(P03.06) 
Maximum number recorded breaks in power supply Max power break 

Int RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 0 - 

 

The parameter shows the maximum number recorded serial breaks in power mains to its 

restoring. Checking for breaks in the power supply mains starts at the moment of switching on the 

converter. By key UP the indication is reset and it starts a new registering of the breaks. The 

meaning of the parameter P01.16 is not written in EEPROM. If the number of the recorded breaks 

is more or equal to the meaning written in P03.16, protection PPF activates. Parameter  P01.16 

allows watching the quality of the power supply mains. 

 

P01.17 Power thyristor status Status thyr 

Bit RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 000000000000 code 

 

The parameter shows the working status of the power thyristors. When you enter  this 

parameter on the terminal display are appeared two groups of six digits zeros each which 

correspond to the number of thyristors in groups from Т12 to Т1 from left to right.  When all of the 

thyristors work, all digits in the group must display zero. Checking is made of the two rotating 

directions.  If any of the digits is stable in 1 it means that the corresponding thyristor does not work 

and it must be repaired the reason of that. 
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P01.18 Current value of the encoder pulses Act enc puls num 

Int RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 0 pulse 

 

The parameter shows the number of encoder pulses from zero to zero pulse. Number of 

recorded pulses must correspond to number of pulses in encoder name plate. If number of recorded 

pulses is less then there are more than one zero pulse. During the checking must not change the 

rotating direction as in this case the checking will be incorrect. Function is not active during 

stopping in zero point. 

 

6.4.2 Group 02 – converter parameters 

 

P02.01 Revision of the converter software Software version 

Uni RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - - - 

 

The parameter shows the revision of the converter software. 

 

P02.02 Password of access User password 

Uni RW  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 11  

 

Password allowing parameter value changing. The password activates to switching off the 

power supply. When you insert 11 into parameter P02.02, the converter accepts the password and it 

displays on the terminal 1 -  a message of password accepted. 

 

P02.03 Restore in default of meaning Default load 

Int RW  Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 1 0 - 

 

When you insert 1 into parameter P02.03 it is restore in default of the value of all parameters. 

Parameter  P02.03 is of access for changing when password is inserted and controlling signal ON is 

switched off.  

 

P02.04 Image of the user’s parameters Write param img 

Int RW  Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 1 0 - 

 

When it is inserted 1 in parameter P02.04, a copy of user’s parameters is written in 

EEPROM.A copy of the parameters can not be performed under MODBUS  

 

P02.05 Reading of the user’s parameters Read param image 

Int RW  Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 1 0 - 

 

When it is inserted 1 in parameter P02.05 values of user’s parameters are restored. Restore 

parameters can not be performed by MODBUS. 

 

P02.06 Converter working mode Mode control 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  - 1 2 0 - 
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Parameter P02.06 has four meanings: 

 P02.06 = -1 – resistance of the armature circuit Ra is defined automatically. It is 

performed when parameters P02.06 = -1 and P02.27 = 1. When control signal ON activates 

and field current is switched off for time of 10 s, 5 short current pulses are given to the 

armature circuit automatically, after that the armature circuit resistance is calculated and 

written; 

 P02.06 = 0 – speed control mode. In this mode current and speed regulators are switched 

on; 

 P02.06 = 1 – proportional mode. In proportional mode current and speed regulators work 

only with proportional component with EMF feedback. Proportional mode is used at primary 

start and converter adjustment; 

 P02.06 = 2 – control by torque mode. In this mode speed regulator is switched off and the 

torque (armature current) is given directly. The maximum reference responds to the maximum 

motor torque. 

 

Attention 

If in control by torque mode the motor is without a load it will rotate 

with over speed. 

 

P02.07 Work with weakened field Field weakening 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 2 1 - 

 

Parameter  Р02.05 has three meanings: 

 Р02.07 = 0 – the motor works without weakening field only in the first zone. In this mode 

the work is enabled when parameter Р02.16 = [0, 1, 2]. Device works with constant motor 

torque to achieving rated speed, given in parameter P04.06;  

 Р02.07 = 1 – the motor works with weakening field in the second zone. When the motor 

works with weakening field values of the parameter Р02.16 = [0, 1] are enabled.  Speed 

feedback EMF of motor when Р02.16 = 2 can not ensure a normal work in the second zone. 

In the second zone motor armature voltage is constant, but the velocity is increased by 

decreasing wound field current. In this mode the device works with constant motor power 

from rated speed set in parameter P04.06 and the nominal field current from parameter 

P04.02 to the minimum field current in the second zone set in parameter P04.03; 

 P02.07 = 2 – motor works with weaken field and decreasing of the power in the third zone. 

In this mode the device works with decreasing the motor power from minimum field current 

in the second zone P04.03 to minimum field current in the third zone P04.04. 

 

P02.08 Scaling the converter nominal current Curr arm nominal 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   5.00 100.0 12.0 A 

 

By parameter P02.08 is scaled armature current outline, which permits all variables 

connecting with the armature current is measured in amperes. The inserting value of the parameter 

P02.08 is not changed at restoring in default of the values by Р02.03. Parameter P02.08 values can 

not be more than the ones of the P03.11. 

Converter rated current IdrvNOM is defined by the power devices and the system of cooling 

the power block. For normal converter work the value of measured resistors R65, R66, and R67 in 

the secondary coils of current transformers circuit must correspond to the nominal current of the 

power block. Places of the measured resistors R65, R66 and R67 on the processor plate are given 

on figure 5-8. 
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Nominal converter current IdrvNOM and corresponding resistors R65, R66, and R67 value are 

given in P02.12 after inserting the P02.08. 

Notes: 

1. All resistor values are in ohms; 

2. All resistors with resistance more than 20 Ω must be with power 0.25 W; 

3. All resistors with resistance less than 20 Ω must be with power no less than 0.5 W. 

 

ATTENTION 

Value of the parameter P02.08 must correspond to the motor nominal current and must 

not be more than the converter nominal current. If this desire is not observed it is possible the 

converter power block is damaged. 

If in the converter a new MPU plate is mounted, value of the measured resistors R65, 

R66, and R67 must correspond to converter nominal current, given in the motor name plate 

on its corpus. 

 

P02.09 Converter power supply Power supply 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  100 440 380 V 

 

It is insert the converter linear power supply voltage in volts. For motors with armature 

voltage 220V or less it is permit operative power (U1, V1, W1) to be 3x380V, and power (U2, V2, 

W2) by a transformer 380/220V. The circuit of the converter switching with decreasing transformer 

is given on figure 7-3. In this case in parameter P02.09 is set real power supply voltage 220V. The 

only condition for normal work is the transformer not to make phase deviation i.e. its first and 

secondary coils must have the same circuit of switching on. 

 

P02.10 Range of the field current sensor If sensor scale 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  1.5A 20.0A 6.0A - 

 

By parameter P02.10 is scaled the field current in each range so that the values of all 

parameters connected with the field to be measured in amperes. The range of the current is chosen 

by corresponding connection with signs F1 and K13 to terminals SW3, SW4, and SW5 on the 

power plate. Parameter P02.10 has three meanings for each type sensor, chosen by parameter 

P02.11. The values of the parameter P02.10 depending on the sensor type and connection of the 

field channel are given in table 6-5. Value of the parameter P02.10 is not restored by default.  

Places of the terminals SW3, SW4, and SW5 on the power plate are given on figure 5-11. 
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Sensor type  SW3 SW4 SW5 Range 

Р02.11 = 6А 

F1   X * 
Р02.10 = 1.5 А 

K13 X   

F1  X  
Р02.10 = 2.4 А 

K13 X   

F1   X 
Р02.10 = 4.7 А 

K13  X  

Р02.11 = 15А 

F1   X 
Р02.10 = 4.0 А 

K13 X   

F1  X  
Р02.10 = 6.0 А 

K13 X   

F1   X 
Р02.10 = 12.0 А 

K13  X  

Р02.11 = 25А 

F1   X 
Р02.10 = 6.5 А 

K13 X   

F1  X  
Р02.10 = 10.0 А 

K13 X   

F1   X 
Р02.10 = 20.0 А 

K13  X  

 

* Sign X points that the connector with sign F1 is connected to the corresponded terminal. The 

same is defining and connection of the connector with sign K13. 

 

Table 6-5 Ranges of the field current depends on the sensor type 
 

P02.11 Type of the field current sensor If sensor type 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  6A 25A 15A - 

 

Standard type sensors used in converters 4XXX have max current range 6A, 15A, and 25A. 

The type of the current sensor, assembled on the power plate, is defined by the power of the motor 

for which is the converter. Current sensors 6A are mounted in cases, when the motor field current 

has very low values. The type of the mounted current sensor is pointed in sign on the power plate. 

The value of the parameter P02.11 is not restored by default. Parameter P02.11 has following 

values: 

 P02.11 = 6 А – maximum field current 4.7А; 

 P02.11 = 15 А – maximum field current 12.0А; 

 P02.11 = 25 А – maximum field current 20.0А. 

 

Notes: 

 It is not used the whole range of the current sensor, because that can break down the 

protection SOF work from over-current of maximum enable field current; 

 At adjusting the motor field current it must be used possible lowest range for more 

effective using the analog digital converter. 

 

ATTENTION 

When the converter power or processor plate is changed it must be adjusted the 

values of the parameters P02.10 and P02.11. If this is not made it is possible the motor 

is damaged. 
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P02.12 Armature current sensor - calculating R65, R66, R67 R65,66,67 calc 

Uni RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - - Ohm 

 

Calculating the value of the equivalent resistance of the measuring resistors R65, R66, and 

R67 of armature current sensor. The resistors are in parallel connection. 

 

ATTENTION: The indication is valid after updating parameter P02.08. 

 

P02.13 Mode “emergency stop” Emergency stop 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 2 1 - 

 

Parameter P02.13 can have the following three meanings: 

 P02.13 = 0 – after switching off the control signal ON, the converter power rectifier is 

switched off and the motor stops floating; 

 P02.13 = 1 – after switching off the control signal ON, the motor stops in time, given as a 

value of the parameter P05.01 to zero speed NZS, given with the parameter Р10.01 and the 

output  ZS activates. Converter power rectifier is switched off and the motor stops finally 

floating; 

 P02.13 = 2 – after switching off the control signal ON, the motor stops maximum fast to 

zero speed NZS set in parameter Р10.01 and output  ZS activates. The power rectifier is 

switched off and the motor stops finally floating. 

 

P02.14 Choice of the speed reference source User sourse ref 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 3 2 - 

 

Parameter P02.14 can has four meanings: 

 P02.14 = 0 – speed reference with parallel code from digital inputs. In detail forming of the 

digital speed reference with parallel code is given in p.5.1.1. Rotating direction is chosen by 

control signals SR and SF. The reference is performed only when there is one of the control 

signals SR and SF. The reference of zero speed is performed when the two signals are 

available or absent at the same time; 

 P02.14 = 1 – speed reference from analog input UREF in range 0 ÷ +10V or in range 0 ÷ –

10V. Rotating direction depends on the reference sign, too. Rotating direction is chosen by 

control signals SR and SF. The reference is performed only when one of the control signals 

SR and SF is available. The reference is not performed when the two control signals are 

available or absent at the same time; 

 P02.14 = 2 – speed reference from analog input UREF in range from –10V to +10V; 

 P02.14 = 3 – speed reference by series interface RS 232С. In this case speed reference is 

defined by the value of the parameter P02.15. 

 

Note: When the MOT POT MODE or FIXED VEL REF mode is activated, the action of 

parameter P02.14 is interrupted. When these modes are turned off, parameter P02.14 is restored.  

 

 

P02.15 Inner speed reference Source of ref 

Bi RW  Min Max Default Unit 

Double   - 100.000 100.000 0.000 % NMAX 
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Inner speed reference when the parameter P02.14 = 3. Determined as a percentage of the 

maximum speed NMAX with sign. The value of the parameter P02.15 is insert by the terminal. The 

value of the parameter P02.15 is not written in EEPROM. 

 

P02.16 Type of speed feedback User feedback 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 2 1 - 

 

Parameter P02.16 has three meanings: 

 P02.16 = 0 – speed feedback with tachogenerator; 

 P02.16 = 1 – speed feedback with encoder; 

 P02.16 = 2 – speed feedback from the motor EMF. 

 

P02.17 Changing the speed reference sign Sign vel ref 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1 0 - 

 

Parameter P02.17 can have two meanings: 

 P02.17 = 0 – the reference sign is the same; 

 P02.17 = 1 – the reference sign is inverted, independent on the reference source, chosen by 

parameter P02.14. 

 

P02.18 Limitation of the maximum value of the speed 

reference 

Limit vel ref 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

Double    1.000 112.000 110.000 % NMAX 

 

Determined as a percentage of the maximum  speed reference. At this limit the speed 

feedback scale is the same but speeds more than the ones setting in parameter Р02.18 are not 

performed. 

 

P02.19 
Changing the sign of the speed feedback with 

tachogenerator 
Sign tacho fdbk 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 1 0 - 

 

Parameter P02.19 can have two meaning: 

 P02.19 = 0 – feedback sign is the same; 

 P02.19 = 1 – feedback sign is inverted. 

 

P02.20 Changing the sign of the speed feedback with encoder Sign enc fdbck 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 1 0 - 

 

Parameter P02.20 has two meaning: 

 P02.20 = 0 – feedback sign is the same; 

 P02.20 = 1 – – feedback sign is inverted. 

 

P02.21 Encoder pulse number Enc puls num 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  100 20000 2500 imp 

 

It is defined the encoder pulse number in one revolution. 
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P02.22 First maximum speed Enc speed max 1 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   100 20000 3500 min
-1

 

 

First maximum spindle rotating speed at maximum motor rotating speed NMAX. It is 

performed when control signals Nmax1 and Nmax2 are not active. When speed changing is 

forbidden at P02.26 = 0 and at work with encoder in P02.22 is set the maximum encoder rotating 

speed. Parameter P02.22 is of access only when control signal ON is switched off. 

 

Note: It is generally accepted that the encoder is mounted on the spindle. 

 

P02.23 Second maximum speed Enc speed max 2 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   100 20000 3500 min
-1

 

 

Second maximum spindle rotating speed at maximum motor rotating speed NMAX. It is 

performed when input control signal Nmax1 is active. 

 

P02.24 Third maximum speed Enc speed max 3 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   100 20000 3500 min
-1

 

 

Third maximum spindle rotating speed at maximum motor rotating speed NMAX. It is 

performed when control signal Nmax2 is active. 

 

P02.25 Fourth maximum speed Enc speed max 4 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   100 20000 3500 min
-1

 

 

Fourth maximum spindle rotating speed at maximum motor rotating speed NMAX. It is 

performed when control signals Nmax1 and Nmax2 are active. 

 

P02.26 Enable switching on of the maximum speed Change speed 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 1 0 - 

 

Work enabled with gearbox with shift paddles. This working mode is possible only in cases 

when the speed feedback is encoder at parameter P02.16 = 1. Encoder is mounted on the machine 

spindle and between the motor and the spindle there is a reductor with shift paddles. Parameter 

P02.26 is of access only when control signal ON is switched off. Parameter has two meanings: 

 P02.26 = 0 – work with constant coefficient of transmission between the motor and the 

spindle. In this mode in parameter P02.22 is set the encoder maximum rotating speed; 

 P02.26 = 1 – work with shifting coefficient of transmission between the motor and the 

spindle. Encoder is mounted on the machine spindle. Working speed of the gearbox is chosen 

by control signals Nmax1 and Nmax2. 

 

Notes: 
1. Maximum encoder pulses frequency at each phase is 220 kHz. When encoder is with 

1024puls/rev, maximum rotating speed is 12 890 rev/min. When encoder is with 

2500puls/rev, maximum rotating speed is 5280 rev/min; 

2. Motor rotating speed must not be more than maximum for each of chosen spindle rotating 

speeds. 
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P02.27 Source of the armature circuit resistance Ra source 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 1 0 - 

 

Parameter P02.27 has two meanings: 

 P02.27 = 0 – armature circuit resistance is defined by motor nominal current and voltage; 

 P02.27 = 1 – armature circuit resistance is defined dynamic when parameter P02.26 = -1 as 

it is given in p.8.4 for converter primary starting work. 

 

P02.28 Configuration of the thyristor rectifier Thyr config 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 2 0 - 

 

Parameter P02.28 determined working rectifiers of the converter power block. Accepts three 

values: 

 P02.28 = 0 the first rectifier (thyristor with numbers from 1 to 6) is active for the direction 

of the motor to the right and the second (thyristors Nos 7 to 12) for the direction of the motor 

to the left - in the four-quadrant control; 

 P02.28 = 1 – active is only the first rectifier for dual quadrant control; 

 P02.28 = 2 – active is only the second rectifier for dual quadrant control. 

 

6.4.3 Group 03 – protection parameters 

In the converter built protections in case the values of the basic controlled variables go 

beyond the limits, which ensure flawless operation of the converter. 

Protection ensuring trouble-free operation of the converter are factory preset and can not be 

changed. 

Protections relating to the operation of the motor and interface converter can be adjusted 

using parameters. 

If any protection activates the converter switches off the power rectifier and the corresponding 

LED indication lights. 

The converter is ready for operation after removing the cause of the activation of the 

protection and re-enable the ON command or plug into the mains. 

 

 protection SPF - Soft Phase Fault 

Protection SPF from fault in converter synchronization. 

 

P03.01 Admissible number breaks in synchronization Thr synchr break 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   5 50 20 - 

 

Enter the admissible number of recorded breaks in synchronization before activating 

protection SPF. If recorded break number in synchronization is more than the value of parameter 

P03.01, protection SPF activates and the LED indication PF lights constantly. 

 

 

P03.02 

(P01.15) 
Maximum number recorded breaks in 

synchronization 
Max synchr break 

Int RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 0 - 
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Recording the breaks in synchronization starts at the moment of switching on the converter. 

By key UP or by switching off of the power supply the indication is reset and it starts a new 

recording of the breaks. The meaning of parameter P03.02 is not written in EEPROM. If recorded 

break number is more than the one written in P03.01, protection SPF activates. Parameter P03.02 

allows watching the quality of the power supply mains. 

 

P03.03 Maximum admissible deviation in synchronization Thr synchro dev 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   1.0 4.0 2.0 % Tn 

 

Admissible deviation of the synchronization. Admissible deviation of the synchronization to 

the mains voltage is given in percentage of the period of power supply voltage Tn. Synchronization 

pulses out of this interval are recorded as an error (break in synchronization). The number of breaks 

is accumulated in the counter of protection SPF. 

 

P03.04 Reserved RESERVED 

 

 protection PPF - Power Phase Fault 

Protection PPF records falling voltage in one or more phases of the power supply mains. 

Breaks in power supply mains are recorded by hardware and they enter into the counter of 

protection PPF. 

 

P03.05 Admissible number breaks in mains Thr power break 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   5 50 10 - 

 

When the number of recorded breaks is more than the meaning of parameter P03.05, 

protection PPF activates and LED indication PF flicks with a period of time 1 s. 

 

P03.06 

(P01.16) 

 

Maximum number recorded breaks in mains Max power break 

Int RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 0 - 

 

Break recording starts at the moment of switching on the converter. By key UP or by 

switching off the power supply indication is reset and it starts a new break recording. The meaning 

of parameter P03.06 is not written in EEPROM. If the number of break recording is more than the 

meaning written in P03.05 protection PPF activates. Parameter P03.06 allows monitoring the 

quality of the power supply mains. 

 

P03.07 Working mode of protection PPF Enable PPF 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1 1 - 

 

Parameter P03.07 has two meaning: 

 P03.07 = 0 – in this mode protection PPF is switched off and appeared breaks in the power 

supply are not recorded in parameter Р03.06. When there are any breaks in the power supply 

the converter is not switched off; 

 P03.07 = 1 – in this mode protection PPF is switched on. When there are any breaks in the 

power supply they are recorded in parameter Р03.06. When their number is more than the 

value of parameter Р03.05 the protection PPF activates. The converter is switched off and 

LED indication PF flicks with a period of time 1s. 
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 protection FRF - FRequency Fault 

Protection FRF activates at frequency of the power supply mains out of the limits 42 to 68 Hz 

or there is not synchronization. When there is not any of operative voltage ±12V the 

synchronization does not work, too. When protection FRF activates the LED indication PF flicks 

with a period of time 0.3s. 

 

 protection OLF – Over Load Fault 

Protection OLF(I
2
t) from lasting motor overloaded. 

 

P03.08 
Time of activating protection OLF (I

2
t) of motor 

overloaded 
Threshold OLF 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.1 100.0 10.0 s 

 

The OLF( I
2
t) protection reports the duration of the motor overload when the armature 

current values are greater than the rated current IaNOM. When protection OLF(I
2
t) activates LED 

indication OL lights constantly. 

 

P03.19 Working mode of the protection OLF Enable ОLF 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1 1 - 

 

Parameter P03.19 can accept two values: 

 P03.19 = 0 – activating of protection OLF is switched off; 

 P03.19 = 1 – activating of protection OLF is enable. 

 

 protection OHF – Over Heat Fault 

Protection OHF from overheating of the converter power block. 

 

P03.09 Working mode of protection  OHF Enable ОHF 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 2 0 - 

 

Parameter P03.09 has three values. 

 P03.09 = 0 – activation of the protection OHF is switched off; 

 P03.09 = 1 – activating the protection OHF is enable. The temperature sensor of the power 

block is normally closed. When the temperature increases, it opens, protection OHF activates 

and LED indication OL flicks with a period of time 1s; 

 P03.09 = 2 – activating the protection OHF is enable. The temperature sensor of the power 

block is normally open. When the temperature increases, it closes, protection OHF activates 

and LED indication OL flicks with a period of time 1s. 

 

 protection SOS - Soft Over Speed 

 

Protection SOS by exceeding the permissible speed. 

 

P03.10 Limit admissible speed NLIM Threshold SOS 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   105.0 112.0 110.0 % NMAX 

 

At rotating speed more than NLIM the protection SOS activates and the LED indication OS 

lights constantly. 
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 protection HOS - Hard Over Speed 

When the speed outline is correct adjusted for values of the velocity more than 104.8 % NMAX 

the hardware protection HOS activates and the LED indication OS flicks with a period of time 1s. 

 

Note: The protection works only at speed feedback from a tachogenerator. 

 

 protection RAF – RA Fault  

Protection of wrong defining of armature circuit resistance in automatic mode. When the 

protection RAF activates the LED indication OS flicks with a period of time 0.3 s. 

 

 protection SOC - Soft Over Current 

Protection SOC from moment overcurrents in the power rectifier converter. 

 

P03.11 Converter limit current Threshold SOC 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   105.0 125.0 115.0 % IaMAX 

 

Limit moment current IdrvLIM in converter power rectifier. It is defined in percentage of the 

nominal motor current IaNOM. The values of the parameter P03.11 can not be lower than the ones of 

P02.08. If power rectifier current is more than IdrvLIM the protection of over-current SOC activates 

and LED indication OC lights constantly.  

 

 protection HOC - Hard Over Current 

Protection HOC of over-current. It ensures converter protection when the current in power 

rectifier is more than the converter maximum admissible current IdrvMLIM. The converter 

maximum admissible current IdrvMLIM is defined from the limited current of the converter power 

elements. Hardware protection HOC is adjusted in the factory. When the protection HOC is 

activated the LED indication OC flicks with a period of time 1s. 

 

 protection STG - SoftTachoGenerator Fault 

 

STG protection from breaking the speed feedback when working with a tachogenerator. 

 

P03.12 Armature voltage when the protection STG activates Thresh Ua STG 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   40.0 80.0 50.0 % Uamax 

 

Armature admissible voltage when the protection STG activates when there is any fault in the 

speed feedback, as a speed feedback sensor is used tachogenerator. STG protection is a comparison 

of tachogenerator voltage and motor armature voltage. If the tachogenerator voltage is lower than 

5% of the one at the maximum speed NMAX, and the armature voltage is more than the meaning 

written in parameter Р03.12 for time more than 20 ms, the protection STG activates and the LED 

indication TG lights constantly. If values of parameter P03.12 are low it is possible during the 

transition process the protection activates without real problem. And vice versa at high values of 

parameter P03.12 it is possible at real problem in the speed feedback protection STG does not 

activate and the motor approaches high rotation speed. 

 

 protection ENF - ENcoder Fault 

Protection ENF if there is any fault in the speed feedback when an encoder is used. If there is 

any fault in the speed feedback the protection ENF activates and the LED indication TG flicks with 

a period of time 1s.  
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 protection PSB - Positive Speed Back 

Protection PSB from positive speed feedback with tachogenerator or encoder. In case of 

wrong connection of the speed feedback sensor the protection PSB activates and the LED indication 

TG flicks with a period of time 0.3s. 

 

 protection SOF - Soft Over Field 

 

P03.13 Wound field maximum current  IFLMAX 
Threshold FL 

max 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  > P04.02 - 3.429 A 

 

It is recommended value of the parameter P03.13 is in range 115 ÷ 130 % to the value of 

parameter P04.02. When field current is more than IFLMAX protection SOF activates and LED 

indication FL lights constantly. 

 

 protection SFL - Soft Field Loss 

 

P03.14 Wound field minimum current IFLMIN 
Threshold FL 

min 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  - < P04.04 0.300 A 

 

It is recommended the meaning of parameter P03.14 to be in range 50 ÷ 80 % of the meaning 

of parameter P04.04. When would field current is lower than IFLMAX the protection SFL activates 

and the LED indication FL flicks with a period of time 0.3 s. 

 

 protection HFL - Hard Field Loss 

Protection HFL activates when of a motor wound field circuit breaking. The threshold of the 

current when the protection HFL activates is adjusted in the factory.  When the protection HFL 

activates the LED indication FL flicks with a period of time 1s. 

 

 protection OТЕ - OverTrack Error 

Exceeding the admissible error of tracking. OTE protection is used when performing the 

oriented braking function. 

 

P03.15 Limit error of tracking Lim track еrr 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

Double   0.010 2000.000 4.096 mm 

 

When the current tracking error (difference current value of the difference between given and 

worked off pulses) become more than the value of parameter P03.13 protection OTE activates and 

LED indication TG flicks with a period of time 0.3 s. In the converter adjusting mode protection 

OTE can be switched off by parameter P03.16. 

 

P03.16 Working mode of protection OTE Enable ОТЕ 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 2 2 - 

 

 P03.16 = 0 – protection OTE activating is switched off; 

 P03.16 = 1 – allowed OTE protection from exceeded static error of tracking; 

 P03.16 = 2 – allowed OTE protection from exceeded dinamic error of tracking. 
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 protection POЕ - POsition Error 

Error protection in position. If in time set in parameter P08.10 the motor does not stop in 

position defined by the window set in parameter P08.11, the protection POE activates and the LED 

indication TG flicks with period of time 0.3 s. 

 

 protection OVM – Over Voltage Motor 

 

P03.17 Limit armature voltage protection OVM Threshold ОVM 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   105.0 120.0 115.0 % Uamax 

 

Working threshold of the protection OVM of the motor armature over-voltage. The value of 

the parameter P03.17 defines admissible over-regulation of the armature voltage in percentages of 

the maximum voltage UaMAX (parameter P04.01). If armature voltage over-regulation is more than 

the value of the parameter P03.17, the protection  OVM activates and the LED indication OS flicks 

with a period of time 0.3s. Protection OVM ensures safety work of the converter when there is any 

wrong adjustment of the parameters of the wound field current, protection SFL and of the EMF 

regulator. 

 

 protection FWF – Field Wait Fault 

 

P03.18 Time to stable the field current Wait field 
Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   2.0 20.0 5.0 s 

 

If after switching on the power supply or after activating control signal ON,  field current is 

not stabilized at level more than 85% to the given current in time less than the value of parameter 

P03.18, protection FWF activates and LED indication FL flicks with a period of time 0.3 s. 

 

 protection ADC - Analog Digital Converter Fault  

Protection ADC if there is something wrong in the analog-digital converter work and the 

processor. When the protection ADC activates the LED indications FL, TG, OC, OS, OL and PF 

light constantly. 

 

 protection EEF - EEprom Fault  

Protection EEF if there is something wrong in the EEPROM work. Protection EEF activates 

at primary converter starting with new software, too. To get away the problem in this case it is 

necessary the default parameters to be set. When the protection EEF activates the LED indications 

FL, TG, OC, OS, OL and PF flicks with a period of time  1s. 

 

6.4.4 Group 04 – motor parameters 

 

P04.01 Maximum armature voltage UaMAX Ua max motor 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  100 460 400 V 

 

P04.02 Field nominal current IFNOM If rated motor 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  ≥ P04.05 P02.10 3.000 A 

 

Wound field nominal current IFNOM in amperes, it depends on the current range chosen by 

parameter P02.10. 
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P04.03 Field minimum working current IFMIN2 in 2 zone If min motor 2z 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  ≥ P04.04 ≤ P04.02 0.600 A 

 

Minimum wound field working current IFMIN2, in the second zone in amperes. The device 

works in the second zone with motor constant power. 

 

P04.04 Minimum working field current IFMIN3 in 3 zone If min motor 3z 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  ≥ P03.14 ≤ P04.04 0.600 A 

 

Minimum wound field working current IFMIN3, in the third zone in amperes. The device works 

in third zone with decreased motor power. 

 

P04.05 Wound field current IFON when the signal ON is off If without ON 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  ≥ P03.14 ≤ P04.02 1.500 A 

 

Wound field current IFON, when the control signal ON is switched off, in amperes. The 

wound field current IFON is stable 10 s after switching off the control signal ON. When the wound 

field current is  IFON the heating of non-working motor is reduced. 

 

P04.06 Nominal motor speed on the name plate N rated motor 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  100 P04.07 1000 min
-1

 

 

Motor speed when it comes in the second zone in work with weaken field mode. 

 

P04.07 Maximum motor speed on the name plate N max motor 
Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  100 20000 3500 min
-1

 

 

Maximum motor working speed in weaken field mode. 

 

P04.08 Actual maximum motor speed N max motor real 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  100 P04.07 3500 min
-1

 

 

Maximum working motor speed in work with weaken field mode, as it is lower than the value 

of parameter P04.07. 

 

P04.09 Maximum armature current IaMAX in p.1 Ia max of p.1 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  100.00 P04.10 200.00 % IaNOM 

 

Limit armature current at nominal field in the first zone (Р04.02). It is defined in percentage 

of the armature nominal current IaNOM. The curve of dynamic current limitation according to the 

speed is given in figure 6-5. In the first zone value of current limitation is constant and in this zone 

the motor torque is constant, too 
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Figure 6-5 Graphic of dynamic current limit characteristic 

 

P04.10 Maximum armature current IaMAX in p.2 Ia max of p.2 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  P04.09 P04.11 100.00 % IaNOM 

 

Limit of armature current at minimum field in the second zone (P04.03). It is defined in 

percentage to the nominal armature current IaNOM. In the second zone value of the dynamic current 

limitation is changed by the law 1/n according to the speed, as at this the motor power in this zone 

is constant. The curve of dynamic current limitation in the second zone is given in figure 6-5. 

 

P04.11 Maximum armature current IaMAX in p.3 Ia max of p.3 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  1.00 P04.10 100.00 % IaNOM 

 

Llimit of armature current at minimum field in the third zone (P04.04). It is defined in 

percentage of the armature nominal current IaNOM. In the third zone value of the dynamic current 

limitation is change at law 1/n, but the motor power in this zone decreases with increasing the 

speed. When the motor does not work in the third zone at P02.07 = 1 it is recommended to set 

values in parameters P04.03 = P04.04 and P04.10 = P04.11. 

 

6.4.5 Group 05 – speed regulator parameters 

 

P05.01 Time of the ramp-generator Ramp time speed 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0.0 20.0 2.5 s 

 

The value of the parameter P05.01 defines the time in which the maximum speed is achieved 

and the time of stopping. 
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P05.02 Offset of speed reference Offset vel ref 

Bi RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

Double   -5000 5000 0 discr 

 

The offset of the speed reference is definitely in discrets of the ADC 

 

P05.03 Gain factor of the speed regulator Кр1 Pgain sp reg Kp1 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.0 100.0 20.0 - 

 

Range of acting of the gain factor Kp1 is defined of the threshold given of the meaning of 

parameter P05.05. When the adaptation variable is changed from the value of parameter P05.05 to 

the value of parameter P05.06, the gain factor of the speed regulator is changed in linear law to 

meaning Kp2. When the coefficients of amplification are being adjusted, the correlation between 

parameters P05.05 and P05.06 is defined by the chosen adaptation variable. In case of adaptation on 

actual speed, the gain factor Kp1 must be equal or more than the gain factor Kp2 

 

P05.04 Gain factor of the speed regulator Кр2 Pgain sp reg Kp2 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.0 100.0 10.0 - 

 

The range of acting of the gain factor Kp2 is defined by the threshold given with the value of 

parameter P05.06. 

 

P05.05 Work threshold of the gain factor Кр1 Threshold Kp1 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.10 2.25 0.75 % 

 

To the value of the chosen adaptation variable defined by parameter P05.05, the speed 

regulator works with gain factor Кр1. For values more than the value of parameter P05.05 and less 

than the value of parameter P05.06, the gain factor of the regulator is changed on linear law from 

Кр1 to Кр2. 

 

P05.06 Work threshold of the gain factor Кр2 Threshold Kp2 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.75 100.00 2.25 % 

 

For values of the chosen adaptation variable more than the one defined by parameter P05.06, 

the speed regulator works with gain factor Кр2. 

 

P05.07 Time constant of speed regulator  Tn1 Icomp sp reg Tn1 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.1 1000.0 50.0 ms 

 

The acting range of the time constant Tn1 is defined by the threshold given by the meaning 

of parameter P05.09. When the adaptation variable is changed from the value of parameter P05.09 

to the value of parameter P05.10, the speed regulator time constant is changed in linearly to value 

Tn2. In adaptation on actual speed the time constant Tn1 must be equal or less than the time 

constant Tn2 
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P05.08 Time constant of speed regulator  Tn2 Icomp sp reg Tn2 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.1 1000.0 20.0 ms 

 

The acting range of the time constant Tn2 is defined by the threshold given by the value of 

parameter P05.10. 

 

P05.09 Work threshold of time constant Tn1 Threshold Tn1 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.10 2.25 0.75 % 

 

To the value of the chosen adaptation variable defined by parameter P05.09, the speed 

regulator works with time constant Tn1. For values more than the value of parameter P05.09 and 

less than the value of parameter P05.10 the regulator time constant is changed linearly from Tn1 to 

Tn2. 

 

P05.10 Work threshold of time constant Tn2 Threshold Tn2 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.75 100.00 2.25 % 

 

Over the value of chosen adaptation variable defined by parameter P05.10, the speed 

regulator works with time constant Tn2. 

 

P05.11 Differential component Dt1 Dcomp sp reg Dt1 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.0 100.0 10.0 - 

 

The activating range of the differential time constant Dt1 is defined by the threshold, given as 

value in parameter P05.13. When the adaptation variable is being change from the value of 

parameter P05.13 to the value of parameter P05.14, the differential time constant of the speed 

regulator is changed at the linearly from Dt1 to Dt2; 

 

P05.12 Differential component Dt2 Dcomp sp reg Dt2 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.0 100.0 5.0 - 

 

Activating range of the differential time constant Dt2 is defined by the threshold, given as 

value of parameter P05.14. 

 

P05.13 Working threshold of the differential component Dt1 Threshold Dt1 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.10 2.25 0.75 % 

 

To the value chosen by the adaptation variable, defined by parameter P05.13, speed regulator 

works with time constant Dt1. For values more than the value of parameter P05.13 and less than the 

value of parameter P05.14, the differential time constant of the regulator is changed at linearly from 

Dt1 to Dt2. 

 

P05.14 Working threshold of the differential component Dt2 Threshold Dt2 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

  0 0.75 100.00 2.25 % 
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For meaning of chosen adaptation variable more than the meaning of parameter P05.14, the 

speed regulator works with time constant Dt2. 

 

P05.15 Enable I-comp of the speed regulator Ena I speed reg 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1 1 - 

 

 P05.15 = 0 – the integral time constant is off; 

 P05.15 = 1 – the integral time constant is on. 

 

6.4.6 Group 06 – armature current parameters 

 

P06.01 Gain factor of the armature current regulator P gain curr reg 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.00 2.00 0.13 - 

 

P06.02 Time constant of armature current regulator I comp curr reg 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   1.0 1000.0 30.0 ms 

 

P06.03 Enable I-comp of the armature current regulator Ena I curr reg 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1 1 - 

 

 P06.03 = 0 – the integral time constant is off; 

 P06.03 = 1 – the integral time constant is on. 

 

P06.04 Reserved RESERVED 

 

P06.05 Reserved RESERVED 

 

P06.06 Offset of the armature current Offset curr 

Bi RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   -100.0 100.0 0.0 % P02.07 

 

Determines the initial armature current at zero speed. It can be used for uncompensated static 

load on vertical axes. When the vertical axis is on but is in the rest position (the axis is in position), 

the set armature current is read with parameter P01.03. Set armature current offset with a sign and 

value corresponding to the set armature current. Move the vertical axis to another position and 

check the value of the set current, which should be close to zero. 

 

P06.07 Time of the armature current rampgenerator Ramp time curr 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 500 0 ms 

 

It is recommended to be used, when there is a gap in the mechanical gear between motor and 

the load or in a tachogenerator with ripple  higher than 2% reported with P01.12 in an established 

mode of operation. 
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6.4.7 Group 07 – EMF regulators and wound field current parameters 

 

P07.01 Gain factor of the field current regulator Pgain field reg 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.00 10.00 1.00 - 

 

P07.02 Time constant of the field current regulator Icomp field reg 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   10 10000 200 ms 

 

P07.03 Gain factor of the EMF regulator Pgain BMF reg 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.00 10.00 2.00 - 

 

When the EMF regulator is optimum adjusting the over-regulation of the armature voltage is 

limited at transients including at reversing the motor. 

 

P07.04 Time constant of EMF regulator Icomp BMF reg 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   10 10000 400 ms 

 

P07.05 Differential component of the EMF regulator Dcomp BMF reg 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.00 10.00 0.50 - 

 

P07.06 Enable I-comp of the field current regulator Ena I field reg 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1 1 - 

 

 P07.06 = 0 – the integral time constant is off; 

 P07.06 = 1 – the integral time constant is on. 

 

P07.07 Enable I-comp of the EMF regulator Ena I BMF reg 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1 1 - 

 

 P07.07 = 0 – the integral time constant is off; 

 P07.07 = 1 – the integral time constant is on. 

 

6.4.8 Group 08 – orientation stopping parameters 

 

P08.01 Running acceleration 1 Rise accel 1 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   1 30000 40 - 

 

It is inserted the motor acceleration at start positioning. 

 

P08.02 Stopping acceleration 1 Fall accel 1 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   1 30000 40 - 

 

It is inserted the motor acceleration at stopping in the search speed. 
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P08.03 Running acceleration 2 Rise accel 2 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   1 30000 40 - 

 

It is inserted the motor acceleration at start searching the zero point. 

 

P08.04 Stopping acceleration 2 Fall accel 2 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   1 30000 40 - 

 

It is inserted the motor acceleration at stopping in zero point. 

 

P08.05 Gain factor of the position regulator  Pgain pos reg Kp 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.05 200.00 1.00 - 

 

For coefficients Kp more than 1 it is possible position over-regulation (the shaft goes on and 

returns in position). For coefficients less than 1 the current position is in area of the given by 

profile-generator position and at position it will stop with an error. 

 

P08.06 Work pre-position regulator speed is allowed Ena tracking pos 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 1 0 - 

 

 Р08.06 = 0 –pre-position regulator speed is turned off 

 Р08.06 = 1 –pre-position regulator speed turned on 

 

P08.07 Current tracking error Ena tracking pos 

Int RO  Min Max Default Unit 

Double   - - 0 imp 

 

It points the error between current value of given position by profile-generator and the its 

current value. 

 

P08.08 Recorded maximum tracking error Max track err 

Int RO  Min Max Default Unit 

Double   - - 0 imp 

 

It points the maximum recorded error between the moment values of given by profile-

generator position and its current value in pulses. By the key UP of the terminal or by switching off 

the converter from mains the pointing is reset and it starts a new deviation recording. 

 

P08.09 Tuning of the position regulator Vel detect Kpos 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.05 20.00 4.00 % NMAX 

 

Automatic adjusting is performed at each spindle entering in position and ensures high 

quality of the orientation stopping process. It is given in percentage of the max motor speed. At this 

speed the ratio of the motor speed to the spindle one is defined, so to ensure optimal adjusting of the 

position regulator when the spindle shift paddles is changed. 
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P08.10 Position window Position window 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   1 20000 16 imp 

 

Position window in pulses around the position target is given on figure 6-7. At entering in 

current position in the window is registered the end of the position process and the signal INPOS 

switches on. 

 

P08.11 Time of position stabling Pos mon time 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 10000 5000 ms 

 

Maximum admissible time from approaching the given by profile-generator position to 

coming the current position into the position window P08.10. If the time of fixing in position is 

more than parameter P08.11, the protection POE (ERROR 31)activates, as it is given on figure 6-7. 

 

P08.12 Current position error Curr pos error 

Int RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 0 imp 

 

It points the deviation of the current position from the position target. 

 

P08.13 Offset zero position Offset zero pos 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

Double   0 P02.21 x 4 0 imp 

 

It is set in pulses of the encoder. From this position by parameter P08.18 is defined the 

stopping angle after ending the position process. 

 

 
 

Figure 6-6 Time chart of the orientation stopping function 

 

P08.14 Speed of fixing in zero position Zero pos vel 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   1 2000 40 min-1 

 

It is set the maximum speed of moving at position approaching. 
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P08.15 Speed direction at searching zero position Sign search vel 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 2 2 - 

 

 P08.15 = 0 – positive direction; 

 P08.15 = 1 – negative direction; 

 P08.15 = 2 – the same direction. 

 

P08.16 Gain factor of pre regulator speed Pgain track Kp 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.000 30.000 0.500 - 

 

Gain factor of pre regulator speed directly affects the current tracking error. At a value less 

than 1.00 there is a lag of the current position from the set by the generator (the error sign is 

positive). For large coefficient values, the current position is overtaken (the error sign is negative) 

and for very large values there is override and vibration. Optimal adjustment of the pre regulator 

speed is a minor delay. 

 

P08.17 Speed at searching zero position Search velocity 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   1 1000 40 min-1 

 

It is set the maximum speed of moving at searching the zero pulse. 

 

P08.18 Position angle Angle reference 

Uni RO EE Min Max Default Unit 

Double   0.00 360.00 0.00 deg 

 

It points the current given angle of position to the zero encoder point, moved by parameter 

P08.13. 

 

P08.19 Source of the position angle User source 

ORCM Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 2 0 - 

 

 P08.19 = 0 – in this case position case is zero. The spindle posits in the moved by parameter 

P08.13 encoder zero point; 

 P08.19 = 1 – the angle is defined by digital inputs in 10 bits binary code (bit 0 - bit 9). It is 

possible the angle reference to be extended to 14 bits (bit 0 - bit 13); 

 P08.19 = 2 – the angle is defined by digital inputs in 10 bits BCD code. If the number of the 

encoder pulses per revolution is divisible by 360, so the angle is defined directly in degrees. 

The correspondence between BCD code bits and the digits of the reference in DEC format is: 

Units from 0 to 9  – bit0 to bit3 

Tens from 0 to 9   – bit4 до bit7 

Hundreds from 0 to 9  – bit8 и bit9 

It is possible the reference will be extended to 14 bits, each following bit after 10
th

 increases 

the accuracy of the angle fractional part: 

When only bit 10 is programmed the accuracy is 0,5 

When bit 10 and bit 11 are programmed the accuracy is 0,25 

When bit 10, bit 11 and bit 12 are programmed the accuracy is 0,125 

When bit 10 - bit 13 are programmed the accuracy is 0,1 
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Example 

At position angle reference by 12 bits binary code parameter P08.19 = 1 and  S = 12.  

Let’s the encoder mounted on the spindle is with enc_pulse = 1024 pulses per revolution, 

which multiply by 4 inner. 

At 12-bit reference (S = 12) the pulses number of the reference per revolution is 4096, which 

responds to 4096 pulses per revolution of the encoder.  

If the actual reference ref of the position angle is equal to 320, the position angle in pulses 

pos_imp is: 

pos_imp = ref * (enc_pulse * 4) / 2
N
 = 320 * ((1024 * 4) / 4096) = 320 imp 

Given position in degrees will be correspond to angle pos_deg: 

pos_deg = (pos_imp * 360) / (enc_pulse * 4) = (320 * 360) / (1024 * 4) = 28,125 deg 

The discrete of the position angle is 0,0879 deg. 

 

ATTENTION 

If the spindle is in position at performing orientation stopping, each of the encoder zero point 

moving by parameter P08.13 or the position angle by parameter P08.18 is performed. 

 

Notes: 

1. It is recommended at BSD code to use encoder with pulses divisible by 360. In this case 

position angle is given directly in degrees; 

2. If the number of the encoder pulses is enough it is possible to give angles less than 1 

degree with activation the extra inputs to 14 bit. 

 

P08.20 Changing the sign of the position feedback Sign pos fdbck 

ORCM Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 1 0 - 

 

 P08.20 = 0 – the position feedback sign is retained; 

 P08.20 = 1 – the position feedback sign is inverted. 
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Figure 6-7 Performing the orientation stopping function 

 

6.4.9 Group 09 – digital input parameters 

 functions of digital inputs 

Each function can be assigned to each of the digital inputs. Each function has its own number 

that is entered in the programming of each input. The execution of a function can activate a 

command, mode or procedure. 

Digital inputs can perform the following functions: 

 

FIN Function FIN Function FIN Function 

0 DISABLED  18 OVERRIDE bit1 36 bit9 

1 command ON 19 OVERRIDE bit2 37 bit10 

2 command RE 20 mode MOT POT 38 bit11 

3 command ORCM 21 command MOT POT UP 39 bit12 

4 DISABLED  22 command MOT POT DOWN 40 bit13 

5 DISABLED  23 command MOT POT RE 41 mode FIXED VEL REF 

6 DISABLED  24 DISABLED  42 FIXED VEL REF bit0 

7 DISABLED  25 DISABLED  43 FIXED VEL REF bit1 

8 DISABLED  26 DISABLED  44 FIXED VEL REF bit2 

9 command SF  27 bit0 45 DISABLED  

10 command SR  28 bit1 46 DISABLED  

11 command TLL 29 bit2 47 DISABLED  

12 command TLН 30 bit3 48 DISABLED  

13 command Nmax1 31 bit4 49 DISABLED  
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14 command Nmax2 32 bit5 50 DISABLED  

15 DISABLED  33 bit6 51 DISABLED  

16 DISABLED  34 bit7 52 DISABLED  

17 OVERRIDE bit0 35 bit8 53 DISABLED  

 

Table 6-6 Functions given to digital inputs 

 

Acting of the functions given in table 6-6 is following: 

 

 FIN0 – DISABLED. There is no assigned function on this input; 

 FIN1 – command ON. Command to resolve operation converter. When control signal ON 

activates regulators work is enabled, power part activates and the reference is performed, if 

any protection does not activate,. If motor is rotating and ON command is received, converter 

automatically aligns the current value of the set speed with the acual speed in order to prevent 

a speed blow 

 FIN2 – command RE /RESET/. Command for reset the protections. When the command RE 

is received all protections are reset no matter what control signal ON is. It is recommended 

for realization of control signal RE to use a single pulse lasting no less than 100ms; 

 FIN3 – command ORCM. Command to perform the oriented braking function. When 

command ORCM activates the spindle positions in position, which reference is given by 

parameter P08.19; 

 FIN4 – DISABLED; 

 FIN5 – DISABLED; 

 FIN6 – DISABLED; 

 FIN7 – DISABLED; 

 FIN8 – DISABLED; 

 FIN9 – command SF / speed forward/. It accepted to rotate the motor forwards by turning 

clockwise;  

 FIN10 – command SR / speed reverse/. 

The SF and SR commands are used to determine the direction of movement in the following 

cases: 

 P02.14 = 0 – digital speed reference by parallel code; 

 P02.14 = 1 – analog speed reference at absolute value of control signal Uref in range from 

0 to +10V or from 0 to -10V, as the sign does not point the rotating direction. The rotating 

direction is defined only of status of the inputs SR and SF. When the control signals SF and 

SR activate at the same time it is performed zero speed reference; 

 P02.06 = 3 – positioning mode and JOG mode enabled input. Performs dimensionless 

motion at a speed set with parameter P14.44 and direction from the SR and SF inputs; 

 P02.06 = 3 – positioning mode and activated JOG mode input and RAPID VELOCITY 

command. Performs dimensionless motion at a speed set with parameter P14.45 and direction 

from the SR and SF inputs. 

 FIN11 – command TLL. Command control signal of torque limitation at low level. When 

control signal TLL activates, the motor torque is limited to the value set in parameter P10.08 

in range from 1% to 100% from rated motor current IaNOM; 

 FIN12 – command TLН. Command signal of torque limitation at high level. When control 

signal TLН activates, the motor torque is limited to the value set in parameter P10.07 in 

range from 10% to 100% from motor rated current IaNOM; 

 FIN13, FIN14 – commands Nmax1 and Nmax2. Commands of choice of maximum speed of 

spindle rotating, in case when it is used a gearbox with alternative transmission coefficient 

between the spindle and the motor and when the parameters P02.16 = 1 and P02.26 = 1. As a 

speed feedback is used an encoder, which is placed on the machine spindle. By commands 

Nmax1 and Nmax2 it can be chosen to four different transmission coefficients. Maximum 
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spindle rotating speeds for given transmission coefficients are set in parameters from P02.22 

to P02.25; 

 FIN15 – DISABLED; 

 FIN16 – DISABLED; 

 FIN17 – OVERRIDE bit0, FIN18 – OVERRIDE bit1 and FIN19 – OVERRIDE bit2 –  

bits of the parallel numeric code to select the set speed correction when performing the 

OVERRIDE function. Correction values are entered in the parameters from P13.04 to 

P13.12. The function is active at parameter value P13.04 = 1; 

 FIN20 – mode MOT POT. This mode activates the motor potentiometer function. The 

speed is determined by activating inputs with FIN21 and FIN22 functions; 

 FIN21 – command MOT POT UP. With this command, the speed reference increases with 

the ramp entered in the parameter P13.01; 

 FIN22 – command MOT POT DOWN. With this command, the speed reference is reduced 

by the ramp entered in the parameter P13.01; 

 FIN23 – command MOT POT RE.  This command sets the speed entered in parameter 

P13.02; 

 FIN27 to FIN40 – bit0 tu bit13. Parallel digital code bits of speed reference or position when 

orientation stopping is performed. The bit with biggest number is the most senior. Digital 

speed reference or position can be performed with different orders according to the clint’s 

requirement – e.g. 8, 10, 12 to 14 bits. It is allowed incomplete combinations (with missing 

bits), as the most senior bit define the whole rate. Using the parallel digital code is enable 

when parameter P02.14 = 0; 

 FIN41 – режим FIXED VEL REF. Този режим активира функцията фиксирани 

скорости. Скоростта се избира с паралелен цифров код FIXED VEL REF bit0, FIXED 

VEL REF bit1 и FIXED VEL REF bit2; 

 FIN42 – FIXED VEL REF bit0, FIN43 – FIXED VEL REF bit1 and FIN44 – FIXED 

VEL REF bit2. Bits of parallel speed code for speed setting in fixed speed mode. The fixed 

speeds are determined in percent of the maximum speed and are entered in parameters from 

P13.13 to P13.20; 

 FIN45 – DISABLED; 

 FIN46 – DISABLED; 

 FIN47 – DISABLED; 

 FIN48 – DISABLED; 

 FIN49 – DISABLED; 

 FIN50 – DISABLED; 

 FIN51 – DISABLED; 

 FIN52 – DISABLED; 

 FIN53 – DISABLED. 

 

Notes: 

1. Same function can be given to the several inputs. When they activate logical function OR 

is performed; 

2. There is a possibility active logical level of each digital input to be invert. 

 

The functions assigned to the default digital input devices are shown in a table 6-7. 

 

X1. Sign 
Default 

function 
X1. Sign 

Default 

function 
X1. Sign 

Default 

function 

1 - - 14 IN11 Nmax1 27 IN14 TLL 

2 OUT5.1 INPOS1 15 IN9 bit8 28 - - 

3 OUT4.1 RD1 16 IN7 bit6 29 - - 

4 OUT3.1 SA1 17 IN5 bit4 30 - - 
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5 OUT2.1 ZS1 18 IN3 bit2 31 - - 

6 OUT1.1 TL1 19 IN1 bit0 32 IN12 Nmax2 

7 IN17 ORCM 20 OUT5.2 INPOS2 33 IN10 bit9 

8 IN15 SF 21 OUT4.2 RD2 34 IN8 bit7 

9 IN13 RE 22 OUT3.2 SA2 35 IN6 bit5 

10 - - 23 OUT2.2 ZS2 36 IN4 bit3 

11 - - 24 OUT1.2 TL2 37 IN2 bit1 

12 - - 25 IN18 ON    

13 - - 26 IN16 SR    

 

Table 6-7 Parallel interface X1 - default functions 

 

 Parameters of the digital inputs 

 

P09.01 Type of the digital input IN1 Type board inp 1 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 53 27 - 

 

The digital input can be programmed to perform each function given in table 6-6, като в 

параметър  P09.01 as in parameter P09.01 is set the number of the function. By default the digital 

input IN1 is programmed to perform function bit0 with number 27. Function bit0 in this case is the 

junior bit of the parallel code of the digital speed reference or position when performing the ORCM 

function; 

 

P09.02 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN1 Logic brd inp 1 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1 0 - 

 

 P09.02 = 0 – the active logical level of the digital input IN1 is the same. The digital input 

activates when a signal with high level ±24 V (± 13÷30 V) is given; 

 P09.02 = 1 – the active logical level of the digital input IN1 is inverted. The digital input 

activates when a signal with low level 0 V (± 0÷7 V) is given. 

 

Parameters of digital inputs from IN2 to IN18. 

 

P09.03 Type of the digital input IN2 Type board inp 2 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 53 28 - 

P09.05 Type of the digital input IN3 Type board inp 3 

   0 53 29 - 

P09.07 Type of the digital input IN4 Type board inp 4 

   0 53 30 - 

P09.09 Type of the digital input IN5 Type board inp 5 

   0 53 31 - 

P09.11 Type of the digital input IN6 Type board inp 6 

   0 53 32 - 

P09.13 Type of the digital input IN7 Type board inp 7 

   0 53 33 - 

P09.15 Type of the digital input IN8 Type board inp 8 

   0 53 34 - 

P09.17 Type of the digital input IN9 Type board inp 9 

   0 53 35 - 

P09.19 Type of the digital input IN10 Type board inp 10 

   0 53 36 - 
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P09.21 Type of the digital input IN11 Type board inp 11 

   0 53 13 - 

P09.23 Type of the digital input IN12 Type board inp 12 

   0 53 14 - 

P09.25 Type of the digital input IN13 Type board inp 13 

   0 53 2 - 

P09.27 Type of the digital input IN14 Type board inp 14 

   0 53 11 - 

P09.29 Type of the digital input IN15 Type board inp 15 

   0 53 9 - 

P09.31 Type of the digital input IN16 Type board inp 16 

   0 53 10 - 

P09.33 Type of the digital input IN17 Type board inp 17 

   0 53 3 - 

P09.35 Type of the digital input IN18 Type board inp 18 

   0 53 1 - 

 

P09.04 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN2 Logic brd inp 2 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1 0 - 

P09.06 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN3 Logic brd inp 3 

   0 1 0 - 

P09.08 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN4 Logic brd inp 4 
   0 1 0 - 

P09.10 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN5 Logic brd inp 5 

   0 1 0 - 

P09.12 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN6 Logic brd inp 6 

   0 1 0 - 

P09.14 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN7 Logic brd inp 7 

   0 1 0 - 

P09.16 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN8 Logic brd inp 8 

   0 1 0 - 

P09.18 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN9 Logic brd inp 9 

   0 1 0 - 

P09.20 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN10 Logic brd inp 10 

   0 1 0 - 

P09.22 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN11 Logic brd inp 11 

   0 1 0 - 

P09.24 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN12 Logic brd inp 12 

   0 1 0 - 

P09.26 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN13 Logic brd inp 13 

   0 1 0 - 

P09.28 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN14 Logic brd inp 14 

   0 1 0 - 

P09.30 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN15 Logic brd inp 15 

   0 1 0 - 

P09.32 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN16 Logic brd inp 16 
   0 1 0 - 

P09.34 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN17 Logic brd inp 17 

   0 1 0 - 

P09.36 Inverting of the logical level of digital input IN18 Logic brd inp 18 

   0 1 0 - 
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6.4.10 Group 10 – parameters of digital outputs 

 functions of digital outputs 

Each of the digital outputs can be programmed to perform any function. These functions point 

the current status of the converter. Digital outputs can receive the following functions: 

 

FON Function 

0 not activated function DISABLED 

1 torque limitation is activate TL 

2 zero speed is reached ZS 

3 given speed is reached SA 

4 the converter is ready RD 

5 given position is reached INPOS 

6 activated protection ALM 

7 not activated function DISABLED 

8 not activated function DISABLED 

9 not activated function DISABLED 

10 not activated function DISABLED 

 

Table 6-8 Functions given to the digital outputs 

 

Activity of the functions given in table 6-8 is: 

 FON0 – DISABLED. When you choose 0 of any output the corresponded function is not 

active; 

 FON1 – function TL. Torque limitation is active. It activates when the converter works in 

torque limitation mode by outer control signals TLL or TLH. Threshold of the torque 

limitation TLL is defined by the value of parameter P10.08, and of TLH by the value of 

parameter P10.07; 

 FON2 – function ZS. Zero speed is approached. It activates at rotating speeds under the speed 

given as value of parameter P10.01 for time more than the value of parameter P10.02; 

 FON3 – function SА. Speed reference is approached. It activates at rotating speeds over the 

speed given as value of the parameter P10.03 for time more than the value of the parameter 

P10.04. Function approached speed SA is enable for speeds more than the value of the 

parameter P10.05; 

 FON4 – function RD. The converter is ready. Output RD activates 2s after switching on the 

converter to power supply voltage and protection not worked; 

 FON5 – function INPOS. Given position is approached. It activates in:  

 orientation stopping mode when the given position is approached in range given as 

value of the parameter P08.10 for time more than the value of the parameter P10.06; 

 FON6 – function ALM. Converter protection has worked. When emergency mode occurs, the 

appropriate protection is activated and ALM relay output switched on. The type of protection 

and its number can be seen in the history of errors in group P12. 

 FON7 – DISABLED; 

 FON8 – DISABLED; 

 FON9 – DISABLED; 

 FON10 – DISABLED. 

 

Notes: 

1. The same function can be given to the several outputs; 

2. There is a possibility to choose active digital level of each digital output. 
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 Digital output Parameters 

 

P10.01 Type of the relay output OUT1 Type brd out 1 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 10 1 - 

 

The digital output can be programmed to perform each function given in table 6-8, as in 

parameter Р10.01 is set the number of the function. By default the digital output OUT1 is 

programmed to perform function achieved torque limitation TLL with number 1. 

 

P10.02 Inverting the logical level of the output OUT1 Logic output 1 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1 0 - 

 

 P10.02 = 0 – the active logical level of the digital output OUT1 is the same. In this mode 

the active status of the digital output OUT1 is a closed relay contact; 

 P10.02 = 1 – the active logical level of the digital output OUT1 is inverted. In this mode 

the active status of the digital output OUT1 is a open relay contact; 

 

P10.03 Time of confirming of the change of OUT1 Change thr 

OUT1 Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1000 100 ms 

 

Time when the output did not change its state. If the time is bigger than the value of parameter 

P10.03 the OUT1 output relay is turned on. The action of parameter P10.03 is shown in the figure 

6-8. 

 

 
 

Figure 6-8 Action of parameter P10.03 

 

P10.04 Type of the relay output OUT 2 Type board inp 2 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 10 2 - 

P10.07 Type of the relay output OUT 3 Type board inp 3 

   0 10 3 - 

P10.10 Type of the relay output OUT 4 Type board inp 4 

   0 10 4 - 

P10.13 Type of the relay output OUT 5 Type board inp 5 

   0 10 5 - 

 

P10.05 Inverting the logical level of the output OUT2 Logic output 2 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1 0 - 
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P10.08 Inverting the logical level of the output OUT3 Logic output 3 

   0 1 0 - 

P10.11 Inverting the logical level of the output OUT4 Logic output 4 

   0 1 0 - 

P10.14 Inverting the logical level of the output OUT5 Logic output 5 

   0 1 0 - 

 

P10.06 Time of confirming of the change of OUT2 Change thr 

OUT2 Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1000 100 ms 

P10.09 Time of confirming of the change of OUT3 Change thr 

OUT3    0 1000 100 ms 

P10.12 Time of confirming of the change of OUT4 Change thr 

OUT4    0 1000 100 ms 

P10.15 Time of confirming of the change of OUT5 Change thr 

OUT5    0 1000 100 ms 

 

P10.16 Speed threshold  NZS, under which protection ZS activates Thresh out ZS 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.01 15.00 2.00 % NMAX 

 

Meaning of the parameter P10.16 is defined in percentage of the maximum speed NMAX. 

Parameter P10.16 is changed to the range of 0.01÷ 15.0 % NMAX. 

 

 

P10.17 Speed threshold  NSA, over which protection SА activates Thresh out SA 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   1.00 30.00 15.00 % NREF 

 

Threshold NSA of speed window when the function approached speed SA is performed. The 

speed window is defined in the range (NREF - NSA) ÷ (NREF + NSA). When at increasing or 

decreasing the current speed it comes into the window the digital output SA activates. Meaning of 

the parameter P10.17 is defined in percentage to the speed reference NREF.  

 

P10.18 Speed from which  SA starts work Level SA 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.00 15.00 15.00 % NMAX 

 

Speed from which the work of digital output SA is enable. 

 

P10.19 Maximum armature current  IaTLH at control signal TLH Level of TLH 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   10.0 100.0 50.0 % IaNOM 

 

Current IaTLH, to which motor current at control signal TLH is limited. It is defined in 

percentage to the nominal motor current IaNOM. 

 

P10.20 Maximum armature current IaTLL at control signal TLL Level of TLL 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   1.0 100.0 20.0 % IaNOM 

 

Current IaTLL, to which motor current at control signal TLL is limited. It is defined in 

percentage to the nominal motor current IaNOM. 
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P10.21 Choice of the variable of analog output AOUT1 Select var AOUT1 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   1 12 0 - 

 

Choice of the variable for analog output AOUT1 (see table 6-9) 

 

P10.22 Choice of the variable of analog output AOUT2 Select var AOUT2 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   1 12 0 - 

 

Choice of the variable for analog output AOUT2 (see table 6-9) 

 

P10.23 Range of analog output AOUT1 Range AOUT1 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   2.0 10.0 10.0 V 

 

P10.24 Range of analog output AOUT2 Range AOUT2 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   2.0 10.0 10.0 V 

 

 

Table 6-9 Choice of the analog output variables  AOUT1 and AOUT2 

 

6.4.11 Group 11 – terminal parameters 
 

P11.01 Adjusting terminal language Language 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 2 0 - 

 

It is not restore in default of. It has three meaning: 

 P11.01 = 0 – english language; 

 P11.01 = 1 – bulgarian language; 

 P11.01 = 2 – russian language. 

Parameters 

P10.19 and 

P10.20 

Active variable of the analog outputs 

1 Absolute actual meaning of the armature current from 0 to IaMAX. 

2 Absolute actual meaning of the motor rotating speed  from 0 to NMAX. 

3 Actual meaning of the motor rotating speed. 

4 Absolute meaning of the speed reference from 0 to +100%. 

5 Actual meaning of the speed reference from –100% to +100%. 

6 Absolute meaning of the armature current reference from 0 to IaMAX . 

7 Absolute meaning of the actual armature current   from 0 to IFNOM. 

8 Actual meaning of the field current from 0 to IFNOM. 

9 
Actual absolute meaning of the armature voltage. Range of the analog output from  0 to 

+10V, corresponding to the changing of the armature voltage from  -600 to +600 V. 

10 
Actual meaning of the armature voltage, corresponding to the changing of the  voltage from    

-600 to +600 V . 

11 
Actual meaning of the EMF,  corresponding to the changing of the  voltage from -600 to 

+600 V . 

12 
Absolute meaning of the actual EMF, corresponding to the changing of the  voltage from 0 to 

+600 V . 
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P11.02 Time of indication refreshing Refresh rate 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   50 1000 500 ms 

 

Time of refreshing of the terminal indication. 

 

P11.03 Variant menu Variant menu 

Uni RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - - - 

 

Value 0 on the display shows the basic variant of the loaded software, and 1 - the full variant 

of the software. 

 

P11.04 Version MACH U2 Version MACH U2 

Uni RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 4 - 

 

Shows the software revision of SPLD - U2. 

 

P11.05 Version MACH U5 Version MACH U5 

Uni RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - 4 - 

 

Shows the software revision of SPLD - U5. 

 

6.4.12 Group 12 – error history 

 

P12.01  Error 1 Error 1 

Uni RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   - - - - 

P12.02 Error 2 Error 2 

   - - - - 

P12.03 Error 3 Error 3 

   - - - - 

P12.04 Error 4 Error 4 

   - - - - 

P12.05 Error 5 Error 5 

   - - - - 

P12.06 Error 6 Error 6 

   - - - - 

P12.07 Error 7 Error 7 

   - - - - 

P12.08 Error 8 Error 8 

   - - - - 

P12.09 Error 9 Error 9 
   - - - - 

P12.10 Error 10 Error 10 

   - - - - 

P12.11 Error 11 Error 11 

   - - - - 

P12.12 Error 12 Error 12 

   - - - - 

P12.13 Error 13 Error 13 
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   - - - - 

P12.14 Error 14 Error 14 

   - - - - 

P12.15 Error 15 Error 15 

   - - - - 

P12.16 Error 16 Error 16 

   - - - - 

 

Error messages are stored in the order of their appearance. If in a certain parameter there is 

not any message of error in it is written EMPTY. The messages of errors are written by text 

corresponding to the table 6-33. Last written message of error is stored in the parameter with the 

largest number. After full in all parameters the oldest messages are reset automatically. 

 

P12.17 Reset errors Reset errors 

Int RW  Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1 0 - 

 

P12.18 Choice of error for monitoring Errors counter 

Int RW  Min Max Default Unit 

   1 41 1 - 

 

Enter the error number according to table 6-33. 

 

P12.19 Number of registered errors Curr err history 

Int RO  Min Max Default Unit 

   0 0 0 - 

 

Number of recorded messages for the observed error selected with a parameter P12.18. 

 

6.4.13 Group 13 - parameters of additional functions 

 

P13.01 Speed ramp of funkcion MOT POT  Ramp ref pot 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0.0 3000.0 20.0 s 

 

Speed shift ramp when performing a MOT POT motor potentiometer function. Specifies the 

rate of change of the speed reference when operating with the FIN20 MOT POT function and 

activating a FN20 programmed input to increase speed or FN21 to reduce speed. After deactivating 

the input, the drive remains at the speed. 

  

P13.02 Initial speed of motion of the function MOT POT Reset ref pot 

Bi RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

Double   -100.000 100.000 0.000 % NMAX 

 

Initial setpoint value when performing the MOT POT function. Parameter P16.02 introduces 

the initial assignment when switching on the motor potentiometer function. 

 

P13.03 Type of function MOT POT Type ref pot 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

 ON  0 1 0 - 

 

 P13.03 = 0 – bipolar speed change; 

 P13.03 = 1 – single-pole speed change. 
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P13.04 Permission to perform the function OVERRIDE Enable Override 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   0 1 0 - 

 

Permission to perform the OVERRIDE function to adjust the set speed. Parameter P13.04 

accepts two values: 

 P13.04 = 0 – the OVERRIDE function is off; 

 P13.04 = 1 – the OVERRIDE function is on. 

 

P13.05 First speed correction OVERRIDE 1 Override speed 1 

Uni RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

Double   20.000 150.000 60.000 % NMAX 

P13.06 Second speed correction OVERRIDE 2 Override speed 2 

Double   20.000 150.000 80.000 % NMAX 

P13.07 Third speed correction OVERRIDE 3 Override speed 3 

Double   20.000 150.000 100.000 % NMAX 

P13.08 Fourth speed correction OVERRIDE 4 Override speed 4 

Double   20.000 150.000 100.000 % NMAX 

P13.09 Fifth speed correction OVERRIDE 5 Override speed 5 

Double   20.000 150.000 100.000 % NMAX 

P13.10 Sixth speed correction OVERRIDE 6 Override speed 6 

Double   20.000 150.000 100.000 % NMAX 

P13.11 Seventh speed correction OVERRIDE 7 Override speed 7 

Double   20.000 150.000 100.000 % NMAX 

P13.12 Eighth speed correction OVERRIDE 8 Override speed 8 

Double   20.000 150.000 100.000 % NMAX 

 

Speed correction values in percent of the set speed when performing the OVERRIDE 

function. Enter the speed reference adjustment when activating inputs with functions FN17, FN18 

and FN19. Run at P13.04 = 1. The specific parameter is selected with a parallel binary code, with 

the correspondence between the code and the parameters shown in table 6-10. 

 

 P13.05 P13.06 P13.07 P13.08 P13.09 P13.10 P13.11 P13.12 

FIN17 bit0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

FIN18 bit1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

FIN19 bit2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

 

Table 6-10 Parallel code for selecting the OVERRIDE speed adjustment parameters 

 

Note: When the set and adjusted speed exceeds 100%, a 100% speed is achieved. 

 

P13.13 First fixed speed FIXED VEL REF 1 User vel ref 1 

Bi RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

Double   -100.000 100.000 0.000 % NMAX 

P13.14 Second fixed speed FIXED VEL REF 2 User vel ref 2 

Double   -100.000 100.000 0.000 % NMAX 

P13.15 Third fixed speed FIXED VEL REF 3 User vel ref 3 

Double   -100.000 100.000 0.000 % NMAX 

P13.16 Fourth fixed speed FIXED VEL REF4 User vel ref 4 

Double   -100.000 100.000 0.000 % NMAX 

P13.17 Fifth fixed speed FIXED VEL REF 5 User vel ref 5 

Double   -100.000 100.000 0.000 % NMAX 
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P13.18 Sixth fixed speed FIXED VEL REF 6 User vel ref 6 

Double   -100.000 100.000 0.000 % NMAX 

P13.19 Seven fixed speed FIXED VEL REF 7 User vel ref 7 

Double   -100.000 100.000 0.000 % NMAX 

P13.20 Eighth fixed speed FIXED VEL REF 8 User vel ref 8 

Double   -100.000 100.000 0.000 % NMAX 

 

Values of fixed set speeds when executing function FIXED VEL REF. Performs when 

activating a digital input with programmed function FN41. The speed reference is determined by 

the parameter selected by a parallel binary code of inputs with programmed functions FIN42, 

FIN43 and FIN44. Fixed speeds are set in percent of maximum speed. The correspondence 

between the parallel code and the parameters is shown in table 6-11. 

 

 P13.13 P13.14 P13.15 P13.16 P13.17 P13.18 P13.19 P13.20 

FIN42 bit0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

FIN43 bit1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

FIN44 bit2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

 

Table 6-11 Parallel code for selecting parameters for fixed set speeds of FIXED VEL REF 

 

P13.29 Maximum BCD speed reference Max BCD vel ref 

Int RW EE Min Max Default Unit 

   1 3999 399 code 

 

6.5 Errors in emergency mode 
Appearing of the message Error N XX on the terminal display means an error, whose 

number is given in the last two digits. The message of an error is appeared at its registration 

independent of that in which mode is the converter. Recording error messages are stored in 

parameters in group  P12 in the sequence of their appearing. After pressing the button ESC the 

terminal status before error appearing is restored. The list of error messages is given in table 6-12 

and in table 6-13 is given the LED indication status when the emergency mode appears. 

 

Error № Text Error description 

Error N01 Soft Phase Fault 
Disconnecting or out of phase power and synchronization voltages. Wrong 

ground connection of the converter. 

Error N02 Power Phase Fault 
Disconnection of the power supply voltage or the voltage of any of the 

phases. 

Еrror N03 FRequency Fault 
Power supply mains frequency is out of the admissible range or there 

is not synchronization. 
Еrror N04 OverLoad Fault The motor is overloaded. 

Error N05 OverHeat Fault Power block is over heated when P03.09=1 

Error N07 Soft OverCurrent 
Limited current IdrvLIM of the converter power block is more than given by 

parameter P03.11. 

Error N08 Hard OverCurrent 
Maximum admissible current IdrvMLIM of the converter power block is over 

current. 

Error N10 Soft TG Fault 
Wrong connection, short circuit or disconnection in the tachogenerator 

circuit. Wrong choice of the parameter P03.12 

Error N11 ENcoder Fault Wrong connection, short circuit or disconnection in the encoder circuit. 

Error N12 Pos SpeedBack Positive speed feedback. 

Error N13 Soft Over Field  Wound field current is more than the maximum admissible meaning. 

Error N14 Hard Field Loss There is not wound field current. 

Error N15 Soft Field Loss Field current is less than the minimum admissible meaning. 

Error N16 Soft OverSpeed 
Over-speed according to the one given by parameter P03.10 limited speed 

NLIM 

Error N17 Hard OverSpeed Over-speed the maximum limited speed NMLIM. 
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Error N18 OverVoltage Mot Over voltage the maximum admissible armature voltage. 

Error N19 ADC fault There is something wrong in analog-digital converter. 

Error N20 EEprom Fault Error at work with EEPROM. 

Error N31 POsition Error Error at position. 

Error N32 OverTrack Error Error at tracking 

Error N35 Field Wait Fault Error at stabilization of the field current 

Error N38 RA Fault Error at defining of the armature circuit resistance Ra automatically. 

Error N41 MAch Fault Disparity between software and programmable matrix 

 

Table 6-12 List of errors 

 

Note: Bold lettering corresponds to the markings of the shields specified in p. 6.4.3. 

 

 

 

Indication Protection Emergency mode description 

LEDs lighting constantly 

PF SPF 
Disconnection or out of phase power and synchronization voltages. Wrong ground 

connection of the converter. 

OL OLF The motor is overloaded. 

OS SOS Over-speed according to the one given by parameter P03.14 limited speed NLIM. 

OC SOC 
Over-current according to given by parameter P03.11 limited current IdrvLIM of the 

converter power block. 

TG STG 
Wrong connection, short circuit or disconnection in the tachogenerator circuit. Wrong 

choice of parameter P03.12 

FL  SOF Wound field current is more than the maximum admissible meaning. 

FL,TG,OC, 

OS,OL,PF  
ADC Fault in the analog-digital converter. 

LEDs flicking with a period of time 1s 

PF  PPF Disconnection of the power supply voltage or the voltage of any phase. 

OL OHF Overheating of the power block when P03.09=1 

OS  HOS Over-speed of the maximum limited speed NMLIM. 

OC  HOC Over-current of the maximum admissible current IdrvMLIM of the converter power block. 

TG ENF Wrong connection, short circuit or disconnection in the encoder circuits. 

TG POE Error at position. 

FL  HFL Absence of the wound field current. 

FL,TG,OC,O

S,OL,PF  
EEF Error at work with EEPROM. 

LEDs flicking with a period of time 0.3 s 

PF  FRF 
The power supply mains frequency is out of the admissible range or absence of the 

synchronization. 

TG  PSB Positive speed feedback. 

TG OTE Tracking error. 

FL SFL Field current is less than the minimum admissible meaning. 

FL FWF Error at field current stabilization. 

OS  OVM Over-voltage of the maximum admissible armature voltage 

OS RAF Error at defining of the armature circuit resistance Ra automatically. 

FL,TG,OC,O

S,OL,PF 
MAF Disparity between software and programmable matrix 

 

Table 6-13 Converter LEDs indication status when there is any emergency mode 
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7. Assembling and connecting of the converter 

7.1 General technical requirements to the assembling 
The converters and belonging to them commutative and protection equipment are mounted in 

a cabinet. When they are mounted it is necessary to observe the following rules: 

 the converter is mounted in the vertical position. Its fixing must be made with this purpose 

holes placed at the down and upper parts of the hull; 

 over and under the converter it is necessary to leave free space, no less than 100 мм, which 

ensure a vertical air circulation through the radiator of the power block; 

 use possible the shortest cables; 

 signals’ conductors must not be mounted next to the power cables; 

 connecting of the analog signals must be done by means of a shielded cableas he is grounded 

only at one end. The shield wire must be connected to X2.9, X2.10, and X2.11. Do not use the 

shield of the cable as a current-carrying conductor; 

 keep the value and the types of the protection elements, given in table 7-1; 

 electrical connections must be performed in correspondence to the circuits in p.7.2 and 7.3;  

 the minimum cross sections of the connecting conductors in correspondence to the circuits in 

p.7.2 and 7.3 and given in table 7-1. 

 

 4002/4003 4004/4005 4006/4007 4009/4011 4013/4016 4020 

TC1 4 mm
2 

6 mm
2 

10 mm
2 

16 mm
2 

25 mm
2 

35 mm
2 

TC2 4 mm
2 

4 mm
2 

6 mm
2 

10 mm
2 

16mm
2 

25 mm
2 

TC3 4 mm
2 

6 mm
2 

10 mm
2 

16 mm
2 

16 mm
2 

16 mm
2 

TC4 4 mm
2 

4 mm
2 

6 mm
2 

10 mm
2 

10 mm
2 

10 mm
2 

TC5 2.5 mm2 

TC6 3х1.00 mm2 

TC7 screen + 3х3 + 2х0.35 mm2 

TC8 screen + 2х0.35 mm2 

TC9 1.0 mm2 

QF1 (auto off) 

Shneider 

Elektric, Кат № 

C60ND 

24602-16A / 

24604-25A 

C60ND 

24620-32A / 

24621-40A 

C60ND 

24623-50A / 

24624-63A 

C120ND 

18387-80A / 

18388-100A 

Compact NB 

31604-125A/ 

31603-150A 

Compact NB 

31602-175A 

Choke PК0548 
РК0548 / 

РК05510  

РК02612 / 

РК02715 

РК021020 / 

РК021326 

РК021326 / 

РК021632 
РК022550 

Fuses 

 FUS and FUT 
10 / 16 / 25 А 

Fuses 

 FU, FV and FW 
0.315А 

 

Table 7-1 Minimum cross section of the connecting conductors, types and value of the protecting 

elements 

Notes:  

1. It is allowed to use devices of other manufacturers with the same characteristics; 

2. It is admissible using other chokes with induction no less than 0.2 mH and if they ensure 

normal work at nominal and maximum motor current. 
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7.2 Connecting the power circuits of the converter 
Connecting the power circuits of the converter depends on its type, on the type of the circuit 

of the motor wound field supply 

 

7.2.1 Field connection with separate transformer 

In figure 17-1 is given connecting the converters 4003 - 4005 with motor field supply by 

transformer TF1. This type connection is recommended for motors with nominal field voltage to 

220 V. Secondary voltage of the transformer TF1 should be from 125 to 150% of the motor 

nominal field voltage and the outer current no less than nominal. 
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Figure 7-1 Wiring diagram with field transformer 
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7.2.2 Field connection with choke 

In figure 7-2 is given connection converters 4013 - 4020 with motor field supply by choke 

CH2 directly to the mains. This type connection is recommended for motors with field voltage 

310V. The choke must be with inductance from 0.2 to 0.5 mH and current no less than the field 

nominal current. 
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Figure 7-2 Wound field wiring diagram with choke 
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7.2.3 Connection motors with decreasing armature voltage 

In figure 7-3 is given supply of the converters 4006 - 4011 by decreasing transformer T1. 

This connection is recommended for motors with armature voltage 110 - 220 V. Primary and 

secondary coils must have the same switching on circuits. It is possible using an auto-transformer. 
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Figure 7-3 Connection circuit of motors with decreased armature voltage 

 

ATTENTION 

Number signs of motor tachogenerator pins on figure 7-1, figure 7-2 and figure 7-3 

correspond to motors made by “DINAMO SL” AD - Sliven.  

F1 and F2 are signs of beginning and end of field coil.  

A1 - beginning of armature coil, B2 - end of compensation coil. 
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8.  Connection of converter operative circuits 
Connection of the operative circuits is the same for all types converters. 

8.1 Connection of the converter to the speed control mode 
8.1.1 Connection at analog reference and feedback with tachogenerator 

The connection circuit of converter operative circuits at speed analog reference by CNC and 

analog speed feedback with tachogenerator is given in figure 8-1. 

All converter parameters are by default. Digital inputs operate with external power supply 

+24V (JP7 = JP8 = 0), as it can be used relay contacts. 

It is recommended input RE (RESET ERRORS) to be acted together with the CNC one. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8-1 Connection circuit at analog speed reference and feedback with 

tachogenerator 
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8.1.2 Connection at analog reference and feedback with encoder 

When the machine is with encoder on the spindle and variable transmission between motor 

and spindle it have possibility to use the encoder for speed feedback. This connection circuit is 

given on figure 22. 

All converter parameters are by default, as it is set additionally: 

 P02.16 = 1 – encoder speed feedback; 

 P02.21 – encoder resolution; 

 P02.22 to P02.25 are actualized for the concrete machine; 

 P02.26 = 1 – work with variable transmission. 

The actual maximum speed is chosen in binary code by inputs Nmax1 and Nmax2, as 

meaning set parameters P02.22 to P02.25 must respond to the corresponding max spindle speeds, 

set in CNC parameters. 

When there are two transmission speeds it is used only input Nmax1. 

To avoid strikes in gearing at changing the direction of torque it is recommended to set the 

armature current ramp P06.07 = 150. 

Digital inputs operate with external power supply +24V (JP7 = JP8 = 0), as it can be used 

relay contacts. 

It is recommended input RE (RESET ERRORS) to be acted together with the CNC one.  

At this connection it is possible the orientation stopping function to be performed, too. 
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Figure 8-2 Connection circuit at analog speed reference and encoder speed feedback 
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8.1.3 Connection at digital reference and encoder speed feedback 

The connection circuit of the operative converter circuits at digital speed reference by CNC 

and encoder speed feedback is given on figure 8-3.  

All converter parameters are by default, as it is set additionally: 

 P02.14 = 0 – speed reference by digital inputs; 

 P09.21 = 37 – bit10 when it is necessary; 

 P09.23 = 38 – bit11 when it is necessary; 

 P02.16 = 1 – encoder speed feedback; 

 P02.21 – encoder resolution. 

 

ATTENTION  

When the encoder is on machine spindle it is set the spindle max speed, not the motor’s one. 

 

Digital inputs operate with external power supply +24V (JP7 = JP8 = 0), as it can be used 

relay contacts. 

It is recommended input RE (RESET ERRORS) to be acted together with the CNC one. 

The moving direction is chosen by inputs SF and SR, as if both of them are active at the same 

time it is performed zero speed. 

At this connection it is possible the function orientation stopping to be performed, too. 
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Figure 8-3 Converter wiring diagram at digital speed reference and encoder speed feedback 
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8.1.4 Connection by motor potentiometer reference 

The connection circuit of the operative converter circuits at a digital speed reference  with 

motor potentiometer and optional speed feedback is shown in figure 8-4. 

All converter parameters are by default, as it is set additionally: 

 P13.01 = 20 – ramp for changing the speed reference with motor potentiometer in seconds; 

 P13.02 = 0.000 – the initial speed at which the motor potentiometer starts; 

 Р13.03 = [0, 1] – mode of operation (bipolar or unipolar) of the MOT POT function; 

 Р09.01 = 20 – function FIN20 – MOT POT programmed on digital input IN1 /Х1.19/;   

 Р09.03 = 21 – function FIN21 – MOT POT UP programmed on digital input IN2 /Х1.37/; 

 Р09.05 = 22 – function FIN22 – MOT POT DOWN programmed on digital input IN3 

/Х1.18/; 

 Р09.07 = 23 – function FIN23 – MOT POT RE programmed on digital input IN4 /Х1.36/; 

 

Notes:  

1. When performing the MOT POT function with a unipolar speed reference, the direction of 

rotation is selected from inputs with programmed SF or SR command; 

2. After turning off the MOT POT function, the speed reference is determined by a parameter 

P02.14. 
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Figure 8-4 Connection circuit at digital speed reference by motor potentiometer function 
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8.1.5 Connect at fixed speeds reference 

The connection circuit of the operative converter circuits at fixed speeds reference is shown in 

figure 8-5. 

All converter parameters are by default, as it is set additionally: 

 parameters for P13.13 to P13.20 – the necessary speeds for the specific application are 

introduced. The correspondence between the inputs with the programmed commands FIXED 

VEL REF bit0, FIXED VEL REF bit1 and FIXED VEL REF bit2 and the speed 

parameters is given in table 6-11; 

 Р09.01 = 41 – function FIN41 – FIXED VEL REF programmed on digital input IN1 

/Х1.19/;   

 Р09.03 = 42 – function FIN42 – FIXED VEL REF bit0 programmed on digital input IN2 

/Х1.37/;  

 Р09.05 = 43 – function FIN43 – FIXED VEL REF bit1 programmed on digital input IN3 

/Х1.18/;  

 Р09.07 = 44 – function FIN44 – FIXED VEL REF bit1 programmed on digital input IN4 

/Х1.36/;  

 

Notes:  

1. When performing the FIXED VEL REF function, the direction of rotation is determined 

by the speed symbol entered in the parameters; 

2. After turning off the FIXED VEL REF function, the speed reference is determined by a 

parameter P02.14. 
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Figure 8-5 Connection circuit at fixed speed reference 
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8.1.6 Connection by override on speed reference  

The connection circuit of the operative converter circuits at override on speed reference is 

shown in figure 8-6. 

All converter parameters are by default, as it is set additionally: 

 parameters for P13.05 to P13.12 – make the necessary correction for the particular 

application. The correspondence between the inputs with the programmed commands 

OVERRIDE bit0, OVERRIDE bit1 и OVERRIDE bit2 and the parameters OVERRIDE 

function is given in table 6-10; 

 Р13.04 = 1 –  function OVERRIDE to correction the speed reference is activated;  

 Р09.01 = 17 – function FIN17 – OVERRIDE bit0 programmed on digital input IN1 /Х1.19/;  

 Р09.03 = 18 – function FIN18 – OVERRIDE bit1 programmed on digital input IN2 /Х1.37/;  

 Р09.05 = 19 – function FIN19 – OVERRIDE bit2 programmed on digital input IN3 /Х1.18/;  

 

Notes:  
1. The OVERRIDE function works for all types of speed reference. 

2. The OVERRIDE function can be turned off with a correction 100%; 

3. No correction are made for speeds greater than the maximum. 
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Figure 8-6 Connection circuit at OVERRIDE function 
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9. Adjusting of the converter 
For starting the converter are necessary the next equipment: 

 voltmeter with  range to 500 VАC/DC, class 1.5; 

 digital revolution-meter; 

 ampere-meter with range to ± 15АDC, class 1.5; 

 oscilloscope; 

 switcher for controlling signal ON; 

 switcher for switching the rotation direction SF/SR; 

 switcher for switching of RUN/STOP; 

 variable resistor 10 К; 

 terminal for adjusting the parameters. 

 

9.1 Checking the supply voltages 
To the converter are connected operative voltage U1(X7.2), V1(X7.3) and W1(X7.4) and 

power supply voltage U2(X7.5), V2(X7.6) and W2(X7.7), according to the circuit given in 

figure 9-1. During this checking the motor is not switched on to the converter. 

To the series interface Х6 of the converter is switched on special terminal for adjusting the 

parameters.  

Switch on the power supply voltage to the converter and LED RD activates.  

Measure the voltage between terminals U1(X7.2) and U2(X7.5). If the connection is right the 

voltage between them is equal to 0V. If case the voltage between them is  380V, it means that there 

is an error in connection. Switch off the voltage and repair the error. The same action is repeated for 

V1(X7.3) and V2(X7.6) and for W1(X7.4) and W2(X7.7). The order of the phases is no matter and 

it is defined automatically by the converter.  

Transformer ТF1 isolates galvanic the motor wound field coil from supply mains. It carries 

the voltage between wound field coil and the compensation coil of the motor, and it is decreased the 

possibility of electrical break between them. Using of a transformer is recommended at motors 

which are worked more part of their resources. At choice of a transformer ТF1 it is necessary to 

ensure the nominal voltage and current of the motor wound field. 

 

ATTENTION 

Primary coil of the transformer TF1 must be connected to phases L2 and L3, and the 

secondary coil is connected to terminals with labels V3(X7.8) and W3(X7.9) as it is given in 

figure 7-1 and figure 9-1. 

 

After finishing this checking, supply of the converter is switched off. 

. 
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Figure 9-1 Connection circuit of the converter at adjusting 
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9.2 Primary converter adjusting 
9.2.1 Primary adjusting of the speed feedback 

 speed feedback with tachogenerator 

The converter is adjusted to work with tachogenerator by default of and parameter 

P02.16 = 0. 

The tachogenerator voltage UbrMAX at the motor maximum rotating speed is defined by the 

expression: 

 

UbrMAX = (NMAX / 1000) * Ubr1000, 

where: 

NMAX – the motor maximum rotating speed; 

Ubr1000 – tachogenerator voltage at 1000 min
-1

. 

By so calculated maximum tachogenerator voltage UbrMAX it is chosen the voltage range in 

table 5-3. The converter face panel is opened and the protection cover of the processor plate is 

moved down. Bridges  A1, A2, A3, J5 and J6 are placed in positions corresponding to the given 

combination for the chosen range from table 5-3. 

 

 speed feedback by encoder with constant coefficient of transmission 

Switch on the converter supply and insert the password P02.02 = 11. According to the type of 

the encoder insert the meaning of the following parameters: 

 parameter P02.16 = 1 – it chooses an encoder as a speed feedback sensor; 

 parameter P02.21 – insert the number of the pulses per a revolution of the encoder; 

 parameter P02.22 – insert the rotating speed of the encoder at maximum motor speed; 

 parameter P02.26 = 0 – Iit forbids the speed shift. By default P02.26 = 0. 

 

 speed feedback with encoder with changeable coefficient of transmission 

Switch on the converter supply and insert the password P02.02 = 11. According to the type of 

the encoder insert the meaning of the next parameters: 

 parameter P02.16 = 1 – it chooses an encoder as a speed feedback; 

 parameter P02.21 – insert the number of the pulses per a revolution of the encoder; 

 parameter P02.26 = 1 – permission of the work with gearbox with speed shift. By default 

P02.26 = 0; 

 parameter P02.22 – insert the maximum speed of the encoder for the first maximum speed. It 

is performed when control signals Nmax1 and Nmax2 are not active; 

 parameter P02.23 – insert the maximum speed of the encoder for the second maximum speed. 

It is performed when the control signal Nmax1 activates; 

 parameter P02.24 – insert the maximum speed of the encoder for the third maximum speed. 

It is performed when the control signal Nmax2 activates; 

 parameter P02.25 – insert the maximum speed of the encoder for the fourth maximum speed. 

It is performed when the control signals Nmax1 and Nmax2 are active at the same time. 

 

 Speed feedback with motor EMF 

Switch on the converter supply and insert the password P02.02 = 11. Insert the meaning of the 

following parameters: 

 parameter P02.16 = 2 – choose the motor EMF as a speed feedback sensor; 

 parameter P02.07 = 0 – choose the work without weakened motor field. 

Note: in this case the maximum motor speed responds to the nominal motor speed and it is 

approached at voltage UaMAX, which meaning is written in parameter Р04.01.  If it is necessary a 

lower maximum speed in parameter Р04.01 must be written corresponding to the lower voltage. 
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9.2.2 Adjusting the parameters connected to the motor 

Insert the meaning of the parameters which define working and limiting characteristics of the 

motor: 

 parameter P04.01 – maximum motor armature voltage UaMAX in volts; 

 parameter P04.02 – nominal wound field current IFNOM. Insert the meaning of the wound field 

nominal current from the motor name plate in amperes; 

 parameter P02.07 – working mode of the converter with weakened motor field. From the 

motor name plate it is defined in how many zones the motor will work and insert the 

corresponding meaning in parameter P02.07; 

 parameter P04.03 – minimum working wound field current IFMIN2 in amperes, corresponding 

to the motor maximum speed in the second zone. The meaning of the parameter P04.03 is set 

when P02.07 = [1, 2]; 

 parameter P04.04 – minimum working wound field current IFMIN in amperes, corresponding 

to the motor maximum speed in the third zone, if the motor is designed to work in it. If the 

motor does not work in the third zone, in the parameter is set the meaning of parameter 

P04.03. The meaning of the parameter P04.04 is set when P02.07 = 2; 

 parameter P04.05 – motor wound field current IFON in amperes when the control signal ON 

switched off. At primary starting of the converter the meaning of the parameter P04.05 is 

chosen to be equal to the meaning of the parameter P04.02. Precise calculated the meaning of 

the parameter  P04.05 is given in p. 8.3; 

 parameter P03.17 – threshold of activating of the protection OVM from overvoltage of the 

armature; 

 parameter P03.13 – maximum admissible wound field current IFLMAX in amperes over which 

the protection SOF activates. At primary converter starting the meaning of the parameter 

P03.13 is the same as in default of. Precise defining of the meaning of the parameter P03.12 

is given in p. 9.3; 

 parameter P03.14 – minimum admissible wound field current IFLMIN in amperes, under which 

the protection SFL activates. At the primary converter starting the meaning of the parameter 

P03.14 is the same in default of. Precise defining of the meaning of the parameter P03.14 is 

given in p. 9.3; 

 

As a model of adjusting the parameters using the data from motor name plate is given in the 

following examples. 

 

Example 1 – a motor with two zones 

Motor name plate: 

Motor power kW 0.265 12.0 12.0 

Speed min
-1 

50 2300 6000 

Armature voltage V 46 380 380 

Armature current A 36.0 37.0 38.5 

Field voltage V 310 310 54 

Field current A 1.45 1.45 0.32 

 

For this motor insert the following meaning of the parameters: 

P02.07 = 1; P02.08 =38.5; P04.01 = 380; P04.02 = 1.45; P04.03 = 0.32; 

P04.04 = 0.32; P04.05 = 1.00; P04.06 = 2300; P04.07 = 6000 

If the actual maximum motor speed is less than the maximum speed, set in parameter P04.07, 

its meaning is set in parameter P04.08. 

Equivalent resistance of the resistors R65, R66, R67 must correspond to the meaning of 

parameter P02.08. 
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Example 2 – a motor with three zones 

Motor name plate: 

Motor power kW 0.88 26.0 26.0 19.0 

Speed min
-1 

50 1490 3400 4500 

Armature voltage V 46 400 400 400 

Armature current A 78.0 78.5 80.0 58.0 

Field voltage V 310 310 77 51 

Field current A 2.85 2.85 0.87 0.60 

 

For this motor insert the following meaning of the parameters: 

P02.07 = 2 P02.08 = 80.0 P04.01 = 400  

P04.02 = 2.85 P04.03 = 0.87 P04.04 = 0.60 P04.05 = 2.00 

P04.06 = 1490 P04.07 = 4500 Р04.11 = 72 

 

The actual maximum motor speed is inserted in parameter P04.08. 

Equivalent resistance of the resistors R65, R66, R67 must correspond to the meaning of 

parameter P02.08. 

 

9.3 Adjusting the wound field current 
The supply is switched off and the motor is connected to the converter as in series in the 

wound field coil circuit is connected ampere-meter with range 15АDC.  

Check if the range of the wound field current sensor corresponds to the nominal wound field 

current. Also check whether the meaning of parameters P02.10 and P02.11 correspond to this 

motor. 

By standard in the converter is mounted a current sensor with range 15A – P02.11 = 15A. 

Conductors with labels F1 and K13 is placed in the terminals of the power plate as followed: 

 SW5 and SW3 for range 6.5 А; 

 SW4 and SW3 for range 10 A; 

 SW5 and SW4 for range 20 А. 

 

Places of the terminals SW3, SW4 and SW5 on the power plate are given in figure 5-11. 

 

Attention:  conductor with label F1 is always placed in terminal SW4 or SW5. 

 

9.3.1 Adjusting the motor with known field data 

Switch on the converter supply again. Control signal ON is switched off and the ampere-

meter measures the wound field current  IFON.  

When the measured by the ampere-meter data do not correspond to the current reference 

check the corresponding parameters P02.10 and P02.11 with the mounted current sensor and the 

chosen range. 

By parameter P04.02 is regulated the motor wound field current to achieving its passport 

rated meaning IFNOM. At each changing the meaning of the parameter P04.02, automatically in time 

about 8 – 10 s the motor wound field current is defined by parameter P04.02 and it is registered by 

the ampere-meter. After finishing the time the wound field current IFON is equal to the current 

defined by parameter P04.05. The meaning of the parameter P04.02 must be more or equal to the 

meaning of the parameter P04.05.  

After adjusting the wound field rated current IFNOM, by parameter P04.05 is defined the 

wound field current IFON when the control signal ON is switched off. It is recommended meanings 

in range of 50–100% of the meaning of parameter P04.02. 

Insert in parameter P04.03 the meaning of the minimum wound field working current IFMIN2 

in the second zone from the motor name plate. If on the table of the motor this current is not given, 
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the meaning of the parameter P04.03 is chosen about 20 % or more of the meaning of the parameter 

P04.02. 

During the adjusting, so as not to activate the protections SFL and SOF, it is necessary to 

keep the following: 

 minimum wound field current  IFLMIN of the protection SFL, defined by parameter P03.14, 

must have meaning about 50÷80% of the minimum wound field working current IFMIN2, 

defined by parameter P04.03 for motors working in the two zones; 

 maximum admissible wound field current IFLMAX of the protection SFL, defined by parameter 

P03.13, must have meanings between 115% and 130% of the rated wound field current IFNOM, 

defined by parameter P04.02.  

 

9.3.2 Adjusting the motor with unknown field data 

If the nominal wound field current IFNOM is unknown, and only the wound field voltage 

UFNOM is known, the wound field current is defined on the following manner: 

 measure the active resistance of the field wound at room temperature;  

 measured resistance is multiplied by the coefficient 1.2 and the result is the resistance RF of 

the field coil when the motor is heated; 

 calculate the field current  IFNOM by expression: 

 

IFNOM = UFNOM / RF,  

 

The converter power supply is switched on, and the calculated value of the rated field current 

IFNOM is set in parameters P04.02 and P04.05. Measure the field voltage at the terminals F1 and F2, 

which must be about 80% to the nominal voltage of the cool motor. 

Adjusting the minimum field current in the second zone is defined as a percentage to the 

nominal current, defined from the range of regulation in the second zone (the correlation of the 

nominal to the maximum speeds). For compensation of the non-linearity of changing the field 

current in the second zone, set in parameter P04.03 a meaning less than the calculated. 

Others parameters are defined as in p.9.3.1. 

It is recommended after starting the device in integral mode to do one more checking for 

correct adjustment of the field current. The motor rotating speed is increasing lightly and at the 

moment, when the armature voltage increasing stops the motor speed is measured. 

If the meaning of the field current is set correctly, the speed at which the device enters the 

second zone correspond to the nominal speed, given in the motor name plate plus 10% at motor 

idling work. 

If the field current is less than the needed meaning, the device enters the second zone at 

speeds higher than the nominal. In this case the meaning of the current must be increased. 

For field current more than the needed one, the device enters the second zone at speeds lower 

than the nominal and therefore it must be decreased.  

Speed decreasing, when the field current is increased, is possible not to be more because of 

the saturated the steel, expressing in weak increasing of the magnetic flux in comparison with the 

field current. 

 

Attention:  

High field current leads to the overheating of the field coil. 

 

Notes: 

1. If the adjusting nominal field current is higher than the nominal motor current from the 

table during the transient (sharp speed changing) it is possible the protection OVM activates 

by the over-voltage of the armature at speeds, near to the rated one, because of the saturating 

of the field current regulator; 
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2. If the adjusting nominal field current is lower than the nominal motor current, it is 

observed increasing the armature current because of the decreasing the torque and 

overloading (overheating) the motor; 

3. At high minimum field current it is possible the protection OVM activates from over-

voltage the armature voltage at speeds near to the maximum one; 

4. At very low minimum field current it is possible practical the motor stays without 

excitation at high speeds and a cycle fire can appear or the motor can be damage 

mechanically; 

5. At motors with high class isolation, the field coil resistance in hot status may become 

130% or more than the resistance in cool status. 

 

9.4 Starting of the converter in proportional mode 
Primary converter starting with a motor is made in proportional mode. In this mode the speed 

regulator and the current regulator work only with proportional component and with a EMF speed 

feedback. The motor can work at low speed when the tachogenerator/encoder is switched off or it is 

not in-phase. The protection of the speed feedback fault is also switched off. In proportional mode 

of converter work is made checking of the tachogenerator, adjusting of the circuit of the speed 

feedback and checking if all of the thyristor work.  

Starting of the converter in proportional mode is made by inserting the meaning of the 

parameter P02.06 = 1.  

The ON command is switched on and a positive speed reference is set (Parameter P01.01 

must have positive values), where the motor must rotate clockwise.  

To check if the speed feedback connecting is correct compare the values of parameters  

P01.02 and P01.05. If the speed feedback is correctly connected, both parameters must be positive 

when moving the motor clockwise. 

The following discrepancies are possible: 

 if parameter P01.02 has a negative sign and P01.05 positive and the motor rotating direction 

responds to the given reference. In this case, the speed feedback sign should be changed. For 

speed feedback from a tachogenerator, a value of P02.19 = 1 or the tachogenerator connection 

is changed. When using an encoder as a speed feedback sensor, a value of P02.20 = 1 or 

change the encoder connecting  (for example two phases – A and /A; 

 if parameter P01.02 has a negative sign and P01.05 positive and the motor rotating direction 

is opposite to the given reference. Independent of the type of speed feedback, the connection 

of the motor armature is changed; 

 if if the parameters P01.02 and P01.05 have the equal signs and the motor rotating direction is 

opposite to the given reference. In this case, the speed reference sign should be changed. 

Independent of the type of speed feedback, the speed reference sign is changed by entering a 

value of P02.17 = 1 

By parameter P01.12 the ripple of the tachogenerator voltage are monitored. When the 

tachogenerator is in good working order, in stable mode, the value of parameter P01.12 must not be 

more than 2%. At value of parameter P01.12, more than  2%, it is necessary to check or repair the 

tachogenerator. 

In proportional mode is made adjusting the channel of the speed feedback. By changing the 

moment of switching on thyristors is given a defined rotating speed, for example 10% of the 

maximum speed NMAX, measured by digital revolution-meter. By the variable resistor RP5, given in 

figure 5-8 the meaning of parameter P01.02 (reduced from % to speed) and the indication of the 

revolution-meter are made equal.  

To check the work of the power rectifier thyristors choose the parameter P01.17. The control 

signal ON is switched on and it is given a low rotating speed - for example 5 % from NMAX. When 

the thyristors work normally on the terminal indication are appeared two groups of six zeros 000000 

000000, first of them for the one rotating direction, and the second for the digitdirection. Appearing 

of the 1 in a certain digit means that the corresponding thyristor does not work. The number of the 
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dogit with 1 corresponds to the number of the thyristor in the electrical circuit from T12 to T1 from 

left to right.  

Dynamic defining of the armature circuit resistance is recommended when the information of 

the motor is incomplete. 

The procedure is performed when parameters P02.06 = -1 and P02.27 = 1. 

When the control signal ON is switched on, and the field current is switched off for time of 

10s, 5 short pulses are given automatically to the armature circuit, after that the armature circuit 

resistance is calculated and written. 

If there is a large difference between the calculated and the defined by the set rated data 

meanings, the protection RAF activates. In this case it must check if the set motor data are correct 

or its good working order – for example if there is any shunt in the armature circuit. 

 

9.5 Checking the converter work in speed control mode 
After finishing the adjustment in proportional mode the control signal ON is switched off. 

Insert value of parameter P02.06 = 0 for moving in integral work mode. Choose value of parameter 

P05.01 (time of the ramp-generator) according to requiring device dynamics and inert mass of the 

load. At high value of parameter P05.01 the motor works with low accelerations. 

Switch on the control signal ON and increase the rotating speed slowly and watch the 

armature voltage by parameter P01.05, and wound field current by parameter  P01.06. Register the 

voltage when the wound field current starts decreasing and the device enters the second zone. If the 

device does not enter the second zone, check if the field coil is connected correct, according to the 

circuits in figure 7-1, figure 7-2 and figure 7-3 (do not use phase L1). 

For precise calibrating of the speed feedback give the speed reference 50% of the maximum 

speed NMAX. Measure the motor rotating speed by a revolution-meter and calculate the ratio of 

actual speed to maximum motor speed NMAX, in percentage. Compare the calculated ratio to the 

value of parameter P01.02. If it is necessary fix the precise value of parameter P01.02, by the 

variable resistor RP5. 

After finishing the adjustments and if there is a controlling device higher level (CNC), to the 

converter is connected controlling interface. 

After that the converter is checked in all requiring machine working modes. When all of the 

requirements are done the machine is ready for work. Switch off the supply voltage and the 

converter is closed. 

 

9.6 Adjusting the orientation stopping 
9.6.1 Stopping only in one angle 

It is recommended for machines type machining center with manipulator for tool changing. 

In this mode it is worked with encoder for position feedback. 

Check the encoder status by parameter P01.18 in speed control mode. The parameter shows 

pulse number per revolution, which must correspond to these given on its name plate. When there is 

any lack of correspondence it is necessary encoder to be repaired. 

Set the pulse number per revolution in parameter P02.21. 

All parameters of orientation stopping group are by default. 

There is an automatic adaptation of position regulator at different transmissions between 

motor and spindle. 

To adjust the stopping position it is necessary to give the control signal ORCM manually, 

after this the converter performs the following steps: 

 the motor speed is changed from the actual speed nact to speed ndet (parameter P08.09) to 

define the scale of the spindle speed the motor one with acceleration (parameter P08.02) or 

from zero speed with acceleration (parameter P08.01). Time chart of the process is given in 

figure 6-6. The target of this procedure is adjusting the position regulator; 
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 after finishing the position regulator adjusting it moves to speed for searching zero pulse 

(parameter P08.17) with acceleration 1 (parameter P08.02). If in time to 10 s zero pulse is not 

found, the protection ENF (Error 11) activates; 

 - after finding zero pulse it starts position regulator with acceleration 2 (parameter P08.03) to 

reaching the searching speed (parameter P08.14) and moves in position target (parameter 

P08.13) with acceleration 2 set in parameter P08.04; 

 after the position given by profile-generator enters the window defined by parameter P08.10 it 

starts a timer with time defined by parameter P08.11 and if the actual position does not enter 

the widow in pointed time, POE (Error N31) activates; 

 after the actual position enters the window digital output INPOS activates. 

After finishing the orientation stopping procedure check if the actual position corresponds to 

the needed one for manipulator normal work. If a difference is established without re-enabling the 

ORCM command, change the position target with a parameter P08.13, as after setting the new 

meaning the new position is performed immediately. When the setting new position is out of the 

window switch off the output INPOS to its perform. 

When the encoder is replaces it is necessary the position target to be adjusted again. 

 

9.6.2 Stopping in different angles with encoder 1024 pulses 

It is recommended for lathe centers with turrets for cutting and gap operations. 

In this mode it works with standard encoder (1024 pulses) for position feedback and minimal 

position step for example 5 or 7.5 deg, as after finishing the orientation stopping procedure with 

mechanical division device the ending angle is fixed. 

When this mode is started it is necessary the co-ordinates beginning to be adjusted by 

parameter P08.13 according to p. 9.6.1. It is necessary the beginning of the co-ordinates to be 

precised to receiving spindle fixing without visible moving. 

Set parameter P08.19 = 1 – angle reference in binary code or P08.19 = 2 – angle reference in 

degrees by device digital inputs. 

After each next giving the command ORCM the spindle will stop in position given by digital 

inputs. 

 

9.6.3 Stopping in different angles defined in degrees 

It is recommended for lathe centers with turrets for cutting and gap operations. 

In this mode it works with encoders with 360,900,1800 3600,9000 ... pulses per revolution, as 

after finishing the orientation stopping procedure the ending angle can be fixed by a without play 

brake. 

When this mode it is necessary start of the coordinate system to be adjusted by parameter 

P08.13 as this is described in p.9.6.1. 

Set parameter P08.19 = 2 for angle reference is in degrees by digital inputs. If it is necessary 

the orders can be extended to 14. 

After each next giving the control command ORCM the spindle will stop in position given by 

digital inputs. 

 

ATTENTION 

When you adjust the working speeds you must know the maximum working 

speed of the used encoder. 
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9.7  Adjusting the device with unusual (unknown) motor 
When the factory converter adjusting does not satisfy the requirements for quality of 

regulation, it is recommended after inserting the motor parameters and checking in proportional 

mode, adjusts the armature current, speed, and EMF regulators. For the quality of the adjusting it is 

judged by the transitions of the curves of armature current and motor speed. 

Switch off the power supply. Ensure the motor idling, including the dismantling the machine. 

 

 adjusting the wound field current regulator 

Watch the form of the wound field current curve at the controlling point KT51 by the 

oscilloscope. Give the zero rotating speed, switch on the control signal ON and watch the 

increasing of the wound field current. After switching off the control signal ON and time about 10s, 

the wound field current decreases to IFON, defined by parameter P04.04. The optimal form of the 

wound field current characteristic during the transient is given in figure 9-2. 

For adjusting the field current regulator it is used parameters P07.01 and P07.02. Parameters 

P07.01 and P07.02 have the following influence on the current regulator work: 

 parameter P07.01 – gain factor of the field current regulator. Typical values of the parameter 

P07.01 are from 0.40 to 2.00. At high values of the parameter P07.01 the tendency to self-

excitation is increased. At low meanings of the parameter P07.01 the time for approaching the 

given field current is increased; 

 parameter P07.02 – time constant of the field current regulator. Typical values of the 

parameter P07.02 are from 80 to 200 ms. At low values of the parameter P07.02 the reaction 

of the field current is increased, but at the same time the tendency to fluctuation is increased. 

At high values of the parameter P07.02 the time of approaching the field current reference is 

increased. 

At high values of the parameter P07.01 and low values of the parameter P07.02, it is observed 

over-regulation and tendency to field current fluctuation, during the transition. The form of the field 

current curve is given in figure 9-3. 

 

 
 

Figure 9-2 Form of the current characteristic at optimal adjustment of the wound field 

current regulator 

 

At low value of parameter P07.01 and high value of parameter P07.02, it is observed a lasting 

transient at approaching to given wound field current. The form of the wound field current 

characteristic is given in figure 9-4. 
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Figure 9-3 Form of the wound field current characteristic with over-regulation and 

tendency to fluctuation 

 

 adjusting the armature current regulator 

Switch on the converter power supply. Insert the password with parameter P02.02 = 11. For 

switching off the ramp-generator insert value of the parameter P05.01 = 0. Switch on the control 

signal ON. 

Give speed reference at a leap from zero to 80% of the nominal speed. Watch the form of the 

armature current form at the controlling point KT20 by the oscilloscope. The armature current must 

approach its maximum value to the fourth pulse without any visible over-regulation, as the 

amplitude of the fourth and fifth pulses must not be over the stable maximum value. After that give 

zero speed at a leap and watch the armature current form again. 

 

 
 

Figure 9-4 Form of the wound field current characteristic with lasting transient 

 

Optimal form of the armature current characteristic, at running and stopping the motor is 

given in the figure 9-5. Armature current is in absolute measurement without a sign. 
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Figure 9-5 Form of the armature current characteristic at running and stopping when the adjusting 

of the armature current regulator is optimal 
 

For adjusting the current regulator use parameters P06.01 and P06.02. The parameters P06.01 

and P06.02 influence on the work of the current regulator as following: 

 parameter P06.01 – gain factor of the current regulator. Typical values of parameter P06.01 

are from 0.10 to 0.50. At high values of the parameter P06.01 the “hard” of the device 

increases and its tendency to its self-excitation, too. At low value of the parameter  P06.01 the 

time for approaching the stable current is increased; 

 parameter P06.02 – time constant of the current regulator. Typical values of parameter P06.02 

are from 12.0 to 40.0 ms. At low values of parameter P06.02 the speed of the current 

regulator reaction increases and its tendency to self-excitation increases, too. At high values 

of parameter P06.02 the time of approaching to the stable current increases. 

At high value of parameter P06.01 and low value of parameter  P06.02 it is watched high 

current over-regulation during the transients. The armature current characteristic with over-

regulation at running and stopping are given in figure 9-6. In this case it is possible the protection   

SOC activates. 

At low value of parameter P06.01 and high value of parameter P06.02 it is watched a lasting 

transient to approaching the stable current. The armature current characteristic at running and 

stopping with lasting transient are given in figure 9-7. 
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Figure 9-6 Armature current characteristics with over-regulation  
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Figure 9-7 Armature current characteristics with lasting transient  

 

 adjusting the speed regulator 

After adjusting the current regulator check the speed regulator. 

The speed regulator is with adaptive adjustment of its parameters in function of actual speed 

when P05.11 = 0 or in function of the speed error when P05.11 = 1. The adaptive adjustment of the 

speed regulator is in function of actual speed.  

Adaptive speed regulator permits the range of regulation to be expanded no less than             

1: 10000, which permits better work in position work. 

Adjusting the speed regulator is made at two levels – at low rotating speeds in the first zone 

and at high rotating speed in the second zone.  

Give a speed reference at a leap from zero value to 90 % of the nominal speed. Watch the 

form of the speed characteristics in control point КТ26 by oscilloscope. It is admissible one leap of 

the speed that is not more than 5% of the stable value. When there are fluctuations in the speed and 

high over-regulations, by parameters P05.03 to P05.10 it is adjusted the speed regulator.  

By default the speed regulator is adjusted with high dynamics at low speeds, that is needed at 

position mode ( for example at the oriented stopping) and it is defined by the following parameters: 

 parameters P05.03 – coefficient of amplification of the speed regulator. The typical values of 

the parameter P05.03 are from 5.0 to 30.0. At high values of the parameter P05.03 the “hard” 

of the device increases and its tendency to self-excitation (fluctuation) at the stopping point, 

too. At low values of parameter P05.03 the error of the position reference increases; 

 parameters P05.07– time constants of the speed regulator. Typical values of the parameter 

P05.07 are from 100 to 600 ms. At low values of the parameter P05.07 the reaction speed of 

the speed regulator increases and its tendency to self-excitation increases, too. At high values 

of the parameter P05.07 the time for approaching the given position increases. 

In the range of the high speed the speed regulator is adjusted by parameters P05.04 and 

P05.08. 

At high values of the parameter Р05.04 and low values of the parameter Р05.08 is observed 

high over-regulation of the speed during the transient. At low values of the parameter Р05.04 and 

high values of the parameter Р05.08 is watched a lasting transient to approaching to the given 

speed. 

After that give zero speed at a leap and watch the form of the speed transient.  

Transients at speed 90% of the nominal speed (work only in the first zone) for optimal 

adjusted regulator at acceleration, deceleration and reverse of the motor are given in figure 9-8. 
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Reverse 

Figure 9-8 Characteristics of the speed during the acceleration, deceleration, and reverse at optimal 

adjusting of the speed regulator in the first working zone 

 

Check the transients at reference of the maximum speed at a leap to check the device work in 

the zones of work with weaken field. 

Transients at maximum speed for optimal adjusting speed regulator during the acceleration, 

deceleration, and reverse of the motor are given in figure 9-9. 
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Figure 9-9 Speed characteristics at acceleration, deceleration, and reverse at optimal adjustment of 

the speed regulator at maximum speed 

 

The oscillogram at reverse has S-figure shape as a result of the dynamic current limiting of 

the armature current of the motor which brings to decreasing of the acceleration when the speed 

increases. 

After finishing the adjusting of the current and speed regulators insert value of parameter  

P05.01 (time of the ramp-generator), according to the required dynamics of the device and the inert 

load.  

 

 adjusting of the EMF regulator 

For adjusting the EMF regulator give the rotating speed  90 % of the maximum speed of the 

motor and do the reverse of the spindle. Watch the field current at controlling point KT51 and the 

armature voltage at controlling point KT48 by oscilloscope. Optimal diagrams of the armature 

voltage characteristic and field current characteristic are given in figure 9-10. 
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Figure 9-10 Form of the armature voltage and field current characteristics at optimal adjustment of 

the EMF regulator at reverse 

 

For adjusting the EMF regulator use parameters P07.03 and P07.04. Parameters P07.03 and 

P07.04 influence on the EMF regulator work as following: 

 parameter P07.03 – gain factor of the EMF regulator.  Typical values of the parameter P07.03 

are from 1.00 to 5.00. At high values of the parameter P07.03 the tendency to self-excitation 

increases. At low values of the parameter P07.03 the over-regulation of the armature voltage 

increases; 
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 parameter P07.04 – time constant of the EMF regulator. Typical values of parameter P07.04 

are from 5 to 50 ms. At low values of the parameter P07.04 the reaction speed of the EMF 

regulator increases and the tendency to self-excitation increases, too. At high values of 

parameter P07.04 time to approaching the stable armature voltage increases; 

 parameter P07.05 – differential time constant of the EMF regulator. Typical values of the 

parameter P07.05 are from 20 to 100% of the values of the parameter P07.03. 

At high values of parameter P07.03 and low values of parameter P07.04 it is watched self-

excitation of the armature voltage during the transient. Armature voltage and field current 

characteristics with tendency to self-excitation at reverse are given in figure 9-11. 

 

 
 

Figure 9-11 Armature voltage and field current with tendency to self-excitation  

 

At low value of parameter P07.03 and high value of parameter P07.04 it is watched over-

regulation of the armature voltage. Armature voltage and field current characteristics with over-

regulation are given in figure 9-12. 
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Figure 9-12 Armature voltage and field current characteristics with over-regulation 

 

When the EMF regulator and field current are adjusted wrong the protection OVM of over 

voltage of the armature activates – LED indication OS flicks with a period of time 0.3s. In this case 

it is recommended to start adjusting the EMF regulator at lower rotating speed and  it increases 

gradually. 

That the converter adjusting finishes. 
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ATTENTION 

The measurement of all signals are made to the common ground – KT 16. 

 

 

9.8 Работа на преобразувателя в режим на управление по въртящ момент 
In this mode the device works only when there is another leading motor in the system, as it 

can work in addition torque mode and in subtraction torque mode (braking mode), too depends on 

the given torque sign. 

Before starting converter in torque control mode it is necessary it to be started and adjusted in 

idle speed control mode, according to the procedure in p. 9.5. After adjusting in speed control 

mode, the motor is connected to the load and set the following parameters: 

 parameter P02.06 = 2 – torque control mode; 

 parameter P02.04 = 1 – maximal motor armature voltage Uamax, corresponding to the 

rotating admissible maximum speed, over which the protection SOS activates from over-

speed the maximum speed. As the motor speed and its armature voltage are changed in linealy 

the speed can be limited to desired value by armature voltage. 

 

ATTENTION 

In this mode if the motor is without load it starts rotating itself so it must be connected 

to the load hopefully. 
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10. Possible troubles and remedy actions 
 

Name, indication and situations Possible reason 
Method for testing and eliminating 

the problem 
1. When the supply voltage is 

switched on, the protection SPF 

activates. 

LED PF lights constantly. 

A phase absences or power 

and synchronization voltage 

are out of phase. 

Check power and operative supply voltage, if 

there is in-phase and good quality of the 

connection. Check the ground. 

2. When the device is on and the 

signal ON is given, the protection 

PPF activates. 

LED PF flicks with period 1s. 

A phase of the power supply 

voltage absences. 

Check the status of power supply and the quality 

of the connection. 

3. When the power supply voltage is 

switched on protection FRF 

activates. 

LED PF flicks with a period 0.3s 

The frequency of the mains is 

out of limits 42 to 68Hz. 

The synchronization absences. 

Check if there are synchronization voltages. 

Check the mains frequency. 

Check if there is ± 12V. 

4. When the power supply voltage is 

on and the signal ON is given the 

current switcher activates. 

Thyristor has failed or short 

circuit in power block. 

Disconnect the connection of power supply and 

motor armature. By ohmmeter check the 

resistance between terminals U2, V2, W2 to А1, 

after that to В2 to define the thyristor that has 

failed. 

5. When the device is on and signal 

ON is given the protection SОC or  

HOC activates. 

LED ОС lights constantly or flicks 

with a period 1s. 

Thyristor has failed, short 

circuit in motor armature 

circuit. 

Synchronization and power 

voltage are out of phase when 

the protection НPF 

(Р03.07=0) is off. 

Disconnect the connections of power supply and 

motor armature. By ohmmeter check the 

resistance between terminals U2, V2, W2 to А1, 

after that to В2 to define the thyristor that failed. 

Check the correspondence between 

synchronization and power voltage. 

6. When the device works at defined 

speeds the protection SОС or HOC 

activates. 

LED ОС lights constantly or flicks 

with a period 1s. 

High fluctuations in the speed 

feedback circuit. 

1. Check the quality of the speed feedback in 

Р01.12 at stable working speed and at meanings 

higher than 2% repair or replace the sensor. 

2.If is impossible to repair it is admissible to set 

in Р06.07 from 150 to 200 ms. 

7. When the device is on, the fuses 

FUT or FUS have blown. 

Thyristor has failed, short 

circuit in the field block or 

motor wound. 

Replace the failed thyristor. 

Diagnostics and repair the motor. 

8. When the device is on, the signal 

ON is given and the reference is 

giving gradually the fuses FUT and 

FUS have blown. 

Short circuit between motor 

field and armature. It is 

appeared when the field is 

without transformer. 

By ohmmeter check the isolation resistance 

between field and armature circuits, and at value 

under 2 МΩ, the motor must be repaired. 

9. When the signal ON and speed 

reference are given, in one of the 

directions at transient the usual 

“growling” of the motor is heard. 

There are “missing” pulses in 

armature current. 

The converter is starting in proportional mode at 

P02.06=1 and by parameter  P01.17 define 

failed thyristor. Check the circuit of the 

controlling pulses and the thyristor itself. 

10. When both signal ON and speed 

reference are active the motor loaded 

and the speed “fluctuates”. 

There is a shunt in the motor 

armature or in the 

tachogenerator. 

Start the device in proportional mode and the 

motor starts to rotate as a “step” motor.  Switch 

off the signal ON, and when there is field 

current rotate the motor shaft by hand. If the 

resistance moment increases in definite zones it 

means that there is a shunt in the motor 

armature. 

If the resistance moment does not increase that 

means that the shunt is in tachogenerator. 

11. When the speed reference is over 

the nominal the device is not perform 

them and the protection OVM 

activates.  

LED ОS flicks with a period 0.3s. 

The device does not enter the 

second zone. 

Check the value of parameter P02.07, P04.03 

and P04.04. 

Check whether the value of parameter P01.05 is 

more than the one of Р04.01. 

Check the supply phases of the field (do not use 

phase L1). 

12. After motor repairing, when it 

starts at low speed the device 

fluctuates the field current and the 

The motor repairing is of poor 

quality. 

Check the connection of the additional poles and 

the motor compensation coil. 
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Name, indication and situations Possible reason 
Method for testing and eliminating 

the problem 
protection SFL activates. 

LED FL lights constantly. 

13. After motor starts at low speed 

the protection STG activates. 

LED TG lights constantly. 

The speed feedback 

(tachogenerator) is absent or 

the protection STG adjusting 

is wrong. 

Check the connection of the tachogenerator and 

its good working order. 

Increase the value of parameter P03.12. 

14. After the motor starts at low 

speed the protection ENF activates. 

LED TG flicks with a period 1s. 

The speed / position feedback 

is absent– encoder. 

Check the connection of the encoder and its 

good working order. 

15. After the motor starts at low 

speed the protection PSB activates. 
LED TG flicks with a period 0.3s. 

Positive speed feedback. 

Changing the sign of the speed feedback: 

- by tachogenerator with parameter P02.19; 

- by encoder with parameter P02.20; 

16. After activating the signal ON 

the protection SFL activates. 

LED FL lights constantly. 

Wrong chosen parameters 

P04.02 and P03.13 or 

fluctuating of the field current 

regulator. 

Check the value of parameters P04.02 and 

P03.13. If it is necessary set the value of P03.13 

in range from 115÷130% of P04.02. 

Adjust the field current regulator by parameters 

P07.01 and P07.02. 

17. After activating the signal ON 

and speed reference is near to 

maximum the protection SFL 

activates. 

LED FL lights constantly. 

Wrong chosen parameters 

P04.03, P04.04 and P03.14. 

Check the values of parameters P04.03, P04.04 

and P03.14 and if it is necessary set the value of 

P03.14 in range 50÷80% of the value of 

parameter P04.03. 

18. After activating the signal ON 

and speed reference is near to 

maximum the protection SOS 

activates. 

LED OS lights constantly. 

Over-speed maximum speed. Check the value of parameter P03.10. 

19. During the work the protection 

OLF (I
2
t) activates. 

LED OL lights constantly. 

Overloaded motor. 

Check the machine working modes. If it is 

necessary replace the device with more powerful 

device. Check the value of P03.08. 

20. During the work the protection 

OHF activates. 

LED OL flicks with a period 1s. 

Overheated power block. 
Switch off and cool the converter. Provide the 

converter power block with better ventilation. 

21. After giving the signal ORCM 

(orientation stopping) the protection 

ENF activates.  

LED TG flicks with a period 1s. 

Position feedback absences. 

Check the circuit of the encoder for presence 

and absence.  

Check the encoder. 

 

 


